
  
  

  

  

  

The Three-Day Forecast 

Today: Sunny, 
High 75, Low 55 
Saturday: Sunny, 

High 74, Low 55 
Sunday: Showers, 
High 76, Low 51 
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    COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES 

«Think Dennis 

Rodman can’t act? 
Well, so does Liz 

Raposo. Check out her 
review of the basketball 

star's film “Double Team’ 

in the Guide, page 1G. 

«Jamal Watson 

remembers Dr. 

Martin Luther King, Jr., 

and questions the King 
family's decision to 
publicly support James 
Earl Ray. See 
Viewpoint, page 3. 

«Junior Doug Epps 

shattered a 50-year 
old school record in the 
shot put. See Sports, 
page 8.       
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Car Barn Sold After 

Failed Negotiations 
BY HEATHER BURKE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

The Car Barn, located on Prospect Street, which Georgetown 

University rents to house several offices, is being sold to an 
unidentified buyer after failed negotiations between the univer- 
sity and the Lutheran Brotherhood, the Car Barn’s owner, to buy 
the building. 

The Car Barn houses several university offices, including 
ROTC, Accounts Payable, Risk Management, a satellite office of 
the Executive Vice President, Purchasing and the Center for 
International Business Education and Research. According to 
Sandra Hvidsten, executive director of Alumni and University 
Relations, the university is unsure whether these offices will stay 
at the Car Barn or relocate. Hvidsten did not know where these 

offices might move to if forced to relocate. 
According to Hvidsten, “The University is committed as soon 

as possible to finding a new home for these offices.” 
According to Bill Katter, asset manager for the Lutheran 

Brotherhood. a company based in Minneapolis that sells life 
insurance and mutual fund products to Lutherans and has owned 
the Car Barn since 1991, the building is being sold to an 
undisclosed individual. 

Katter said the person’s name is being withheld because the sale 
is not complete. 

Regarding the negotiations between Georgetown and the 
Lutheran Brotherhood, Hvidsten added, “It was financially irre- 
sponsible for us to complete the purchase.” 

Hvidsten said that the Car Barn was previously used for bus 
and trolley maintenance and storage. Because of this, the soil 

beneath the building showed contamination. 

See CAR BARN, »r. 5 

  

  

  The Men's lacrosse team crushed Canisius 24-5 Wednesday at 

Harbin Field. See story, p. 8. : 
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Dean Donahue Allocates $5,000 to SAC 
By ELias Soussou 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

In response to requests for additional funding 
to relieve the Student” Activities Commission 
budget deficit, Dean of Students James A. 
Donahue allocated $5,000 to SAC yesterday, 
according to SAC Chair Taryn Voget (GSB '97). 

The additional funding will most likely cover 
any unexpected costs of club activities through 
the end of the semester, Voget added. 

GUSA Vice President Dan Leistikow (COL 
'98) said there has been a “desperate need for said. 

  

more funding for clubs and this decision is a 
step in the right direction.” 

Voget said the SAC budget deficit exists 
partly because a student club underestimated 
its revenues by $6,000. She would not disclose 
which club this was. 

According to Voget, about 15 percent of 
SAC’s funds were reserved this year to cover 
unforeseen costs. In January, SAC had $7,200 
available in these reserves, most of which was 
used to cover the $6,000 loss of the club, Voget 

By February, SAC had spentall of the $87,000 
it received from the Dean of Students’ Office 
and turned to a $5,000 contingency fund. At the 
time, Voget cited a number of reasons for 
SAC’s financial troubles but did not mention 
the individual club’s deficit. “I think it’s a 
combination of things ... As Georgetown be- 
comes more diverse, there’s more spending on 
a diversity of activities.” 

However, SAC quickly spent the contin- 
gency fund and decided Feb. 24 to freeze its 

See SAC, ». 5 
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Assault Sparks 

Campus Fear 
By BETH NoELL 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

A Georgetown student reported she was sexually as- 

saulted on the corner of 33rd and O Streets in the early 
evening of March 22, according to a letter sent to all students 
by Dean of Students James A. Donahue. 

The student reported to Metro Police that she was prepar- 
ing to enter her apartment at around 8:30 p.m. when a man 

behind her shouted a sexually explicit comment. Upon 
responding, the victim says she was forced into a nearby 

alley at knifepoint, according to Carolyn Hurwitz, Sexual 
Assault Services coordinator. 

Hurwitz said this incident was significant because the 
victim notified the police almost immediately. 

“Itis unfortunate that 90 percent of [victims] don’t report 
their assaults,” Hurwitz said. 

According to Hurwitz, responding to a suggestion by her 
roommate, the victim called the emergency room of the 

Medical Center later that night. Medical personnel told her 
to call 911. Hurwitz said that the Metropolitam Police 
Department’s Sex Offense Branch immediately notified 
Georgetown’s Department of Public Safety, who then in- 
formed the administration about the incident. 

However, according to Officer Kenny Bryson of Metro 
Police’s Sex Offense Branch, the case is still open for 
investigation. He added that there are no suspects at this 
time. 

“Due to the nature of this crime, we are unable to disclose 
a lot of information,” Bryson said. 

Bryson said he defines sexual assault as anything from 
indecent touching to sexual intercourse of any kind. 

Hurwitz said she was impressed with the way the situa- 
tion was handled. 

“This case proves that the system works because the 
responses were immediate and [the case] was well-handled,” 
she said. 

According to Hurwitz, this case is unusual because it is 
the first time that the administration can remember a weapon 
beinginvolved inanassault case. Sexual assault cases ofthis 
caliber are very rare, Hurwitz added. 

Hurwitz said sexual assault victims have many options 
after reporting their cases. For instance, the university isable 
to provide medical assistance and counseling, regardless of 
when the assault occurred. 

“People are often unaware of their options. They are 
See ASSAULT. ». 5 

Albright Reaffirms U.S. 

By HeAaTHER BURKE 
Hoya Starr Writer   

Secretary of State and former George- 

town professor Madeleine Albright dis- 
cussed the United States’ policy toward 
Iraq in a speech Wednesday, March 26, 
to a near-capacity Gaston Hall audience 
of diplomats, government officials, and 

Georgetown students. ; 
Albright said the United States will 

not lift its tight economic sanctions 
against Iraq until the nation fully com- 
plies with all of the U.N. Security Coun- 
cil regulations to. which it is subject or a 
new government comes into power. 

“[ This] policy is part of a broad com- 
mitment to protect the security and terri- 
tory of our friends and allies in the Gulf. 
We have a vital interest in the security of 

the region’s oil supplies, and we have 
forged strong friendships with countries 

in the area who agree with us that nations 
should respect international law, refrain 
from aggression and oppose those who 
commitorsponsor terror.” Albright said. 

According to Albright, U.S. policy 
toward Iraq includes insisting that the 
economic sanctions imposed by the Se- 

«curity Council after the 1991 Persian 
Gulf War be upheld because, “Iraq’s 
government has continued to defy the 

will of the international community.” 
Under resolutions approved by the 

Security Council, Iraq must demonstrate 
itspeaceful intentions by complying with 
a set of conditions including ending its 
weapons of mass destruction programs; 

~ destroyingall weapons produced, recog- 

nizing its border with Kuwait, account- 
ing for POW/MIAs, and ending terror- 

Policy Toward Iraq 
ism, she said. 

However, Iraqi leaders have failed to 
follow these conditions. Albright said. 
“They have blocked inspections, con- 

cealed documents, falsified evidence and 
challenged the U.N. Special 
Commission’s clear and legitimate au- 
thority.” Albright also said that Iraqi 
officials have also refused to satisfacto- 
rily account for Kuwaitis missing and 
prisoners of war. 

Referring to President Bill Clinton's 
(SES ’68) response in 1994 when Iraqi 
troops threatened Kuwait again after the 
end of Operation Desert Storm, Albright 
said, “We know from experience that 
firmness is the only language the Iraqi 
government understands.” 

According to Albright, Clinton’s 
stance caused the Iraqi government to 
pull back its troops and recognize its 

border with Kuwait. 
Albright stressed that the U.S. op- 

poses the Iraqi government, not the Iraqi 
people. 

“Although we oppose the lawless poli- 

cies of the Iraqi regime, we have never 

had a quarrel with the Iragi people.” 
Albright said. “U.N. sanctions do not 
prohibit food and medical supplies ... 
The food for oil deal now in place is 
designed to ease the suffering of civil- 
ians throughout Iraq.” 

Albright noted that Iraq’s military 
threat to its neighbors has diminished 
greatly. She said that most of its missiles 
have been destroyed and that the nation 
is barred from importing weapons and 
related technology. 

However, she said, “It is essential that 

international resolve not weaken. Con- 

     oo 
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Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. 

  

  

tainment has worked, but despite Iraq’s 
present weakness, the future threat has 
not been erased. Iraq’s behavior and 

intentions must change before our poli- 
cies can change. Otherwise, we will al- 
low the scorpion that bit us once to bite 
us again. That would be a folly impos- 
sible to explain to our children. or to the 
veterans of Desert Storm.” 

Albright cited several reasons for this 
resolve, including the fact that Iraq has 
failed to provide enough evidence that it 

has destroyed all of its chemical and 

biological weapons. 
According to Albright, U.S. policy will 

remain in place as long as it takes Iraq to 
fully follow all of the U.N. regulations. 
“We do not agree with the nations who 
argue that if Iraq complies with its obliga- 
tions concerning weapons of mass de- 
struction, sanctions should be lifted. Our 

view, which is unshakable, is that Iraq 
must prove its peaceful intentions.” 

The speech was sponsored by the School 
of Foreign Service, the Center for Contem- 
porary Arab Studies and the Middle East 
Institute. It was the keynote address to a 
symposium entitled “Iraq: Challenges for 
the Second Clinton Administration.” 

SAC Commissioner Rathke Resigns 
By Aaron Davis 
Hoya Stare WRITER 
  

Wednesday night Sarah Rathke 
(SES 98), the only member of the 

Student Activities Commission who 
had applied for the chair position, re- 
signed in response to political turmoil 

created from the nomination of Gabriel 
Camarillo (COL ‘98), who until now 

has not held any position in SAC, as 
chair. 

SAC, which is in control of appro- 
priating university funds for campus 
clubs, now faces the 1997-1998 aca- 
demic year with the no returning com- 
missioners. 

“Everyone knows what happened 
[Wednesday] night, it was not worth it 
anymore. There are two sides to the ser- 
vice work that we do and with the politi- 

cal tension [ wasn't able to get anything 
out of it anymore,” Rathke said. 

Camarillo was nominated by a com- 
mittee consisting of SAC Chair Taryn 
Voget (GSB ’97), GUSA President John 
Cronan (COL ’98) and Vice President 

Dan Leistikow (COL 98). 
Rathke was not alone in her protest. 

Several other commissioners had 
previosly vocalized concerns about 
Camarillo’s lack of experience with the 
commission. 

SAC commissioner Dimitri 
Schneiberg (GSB 97) said, “The fact of 

the matter is that SAC will not be able to 
do its best without the experience of 
veteran commissioners next year. This 
was my first year as a commissioner and 
several times throughout the year we 
looked to Sarah, Taryn and the others for 
help, those who had been around similar 

decisions before. You develop a feel for 
how to organize events, how much money 
will be needed for things like food for 
this tournament and for that party. With- 
out any returning commisioners that 
[have the] feel, that knowledge will not 

be there next year.” 
But even though Schneiberg said he 

believed experience was the most vital 
qualification for the SAC chair, Cronan 
said, “Leadership, competence and ex- 
perience were the qualities that directed 
our decision to nominate Gabe. Even 
though he has not held office within 

SAC, Gabe has been very instrumental 
in his work with the Lecture Fund and 

GUSA-organized financial aid rallies.” 
“The resignation of Sarah Rathke is 

unfortunate,” Cronan added, “but we 
all agreed that Gabe will be the best 
candidate for the position.” 

ANC Approves May Block Party 
By Corin M. NEWMAN 
Sreciar To Tre Hoya 
  

Not without compromise and subtle 
opposition. the Advisory Neighborhood 
Commission approved the May 2 block 
party on 37th Street outside Lauinger 

Library proposal by a vote of 6-2 Tues- 
day evening. Commissioners Westy Byrd 

(2E04) and Cynthia Anthony (2E07) 
voted against the proposal, which was 
presented by Brian Pate (SFS 97). 

ANC 2E05 Commissioner James 

Fogarty (COL 98) said. ““[Pate] handled 
the opposition well. The council has 
worked with him before. We all entered 
the situation with open minds and reached 

a fair compromise.” 
ANC 2E03 Commissioner Rebecca 

Sinderbrand (SFS ’98) said she agreed 
with Fogarty. “Brian Pate is respected by 

the commissioners, and positively repre- 
sents the students of Georgetown.” she 

said. 
Pate’s proposal called for 100 ounces of 

beer per person (with paid admission), 

and three portable toilets for an expected 
1,000 participants. The ANC compro- 
mised on three 20-ounce beers and re- 

quired four portable toilets to be present 
for the event. Pate said additional alcohol 
may be purchased until taps close at 7 p.m. 

Several members of the community 
said they were disappointed with exces- 
sive drinking off campus at Georgetown 
University. 3 

“There seems to be a problem with 

alcohol among Georgetown students.” 
said Peter Pulsifer, chair of the Burleith 
Residents’ Association. 

. Fogarty said he can understand the 

residents” concern, but noted the prob- 
lem is not particular to Georgetown. “I 

agree with the residents” point of view.” 

he said. “Undergraduate drinking is in- 
deed a problem at Georgetown. but this 

problem is by no means isolated to our 
university. Excessive drinking plagues 
colleges across the country.” 

The commissioners and residents in 
the audience erupted with laughter at 
Pate’s initial proposal. 

According to Sinderbrand, this oppo- 
sition was not a surprise. “It is to be 
expected that students will experience a 
general cynical attitude when dealing 
with the commission.” Sinderbrand 
added. 

Attempts to derail the block party 
proposal were thwarted by other com- 

missioners. ANC 2E08 Commissioner 
Craig Davitian reminded the ANC that 
in 1995 it pledged to support the stu- 
dent body's proposals as long as stu- 

dents provide advanced notice and are 

readily open to constructive criticism 
and compromise. 

“Now we need to uphold our end of 

the bargain,” Davitian said. 

Junior Leaves GU to Aid Bosnian Elec 
By KRISTEN GROSSNICKLE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Scott Beale (COL 98) is helping pave the way for the 
September elections in Bosnia by preparing the first voter 
registration drive in Bosnian history, a task that relocated 
him from Georgetown to part-time student status in Mostar, 
Bosnia. : . 

Beale was selected by the State Department to work as 
an Assistant Core Supervisor for the Organization for 

Security and Cooperation in Europe, an international orga- 

nization responsible for preparing for the elections in 
Bosnia. 

Beale is doing most ofthe preliminary logistical work for the 
upcoming municipal elections in Mostar, where he traveled 
with a group of Georgetown students last Easter to do commu- 
nity service work. 

He must find accommodations, drivers, interpreters and cars 
for the 12 registration supervisors who will soon arrive to 

register voters and another 30 workers who will arrive in 
September to monitor the elections. 

Beale said administrators at Georgetown were very helpful 
in adjusting his class schedule to allow him this unique 
opportunity to travel to Bosnia. . 

He withdrew from three classes and will take incompletes in 
two, so he can remain a part-time student. He said he plans to 
incorporate his work in Bosnia into these two classes and 
complete them when he returns in May. 

Beale said his experiences with Campaign Georgetown and 
MTV's Rock the Vote were crucial in obtaining the position: 
He helped Campaign Georgetown register over 800 George- 
town students last Fall and worked with Rock the Vote last 
summer. 

The State Department originally notified Beale of the oppor- 
tunity in Bosnia last October, but the elections that were to be 

held in November 1996 were postponed. 
Beale was contacted again by the State Department Feb. 

25. Twelve days later, he was on a plane to Vienna, where 
he spent two days before being transferred to Sarajevo for 
orientation. 

Just days before leaving in March, the 60 volunteers discov- 
ered the elections had been postponed fora second time. OSCE 

   tions       
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Scott Beale (COL '98) wants to remain in Bosnia fora while. 
  

decided to continue preparing for the voter registration al- 
though the election date is still unknown 

There is also concern that the elections may not go on as 
planned in September. 

“At the moment things don’t look very good.” said Charles 
King, assistant professor of government. “In this climate 
elections can sometimes underscore divisions that exist, rather 
than overcome them.” 

After a day at the office, Beale spends time at Mladi Most, 
a youth house in West Mostar, where he volunteered last year. 
Mladi Most means “youth bridge” in Serb-Croatian. 

Beale said he does not want to return home yet. “I am 

making the most of every day in this enchanting city and 
making the most of the wonderful opportunity that [ have been 
given. 
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Letters to the Editor 

Founded January 14, 1920 

Respect for GU’s Workers 
THE COEXISTENCE of college students 

and janitorial staff in dormitories is per- 
haps the only thing stranger than the 
juxtaposition of largely white, middle- to 
upper-class commuters to the largely 
poor and mostly black inner-city popula- 
tion in Washington. We learn about soci- 
ology, class interaction and civil society 
in the classroom (mostly taught by white. 
middle-class professors). At the same 
time, students at Georgetown, through 
interaction with staff in dormitories, are 
offered an arena to experience how to 
treat people from different backgrounds. 
Although it may be an unfair generali- 

zation, students at Georgetown rarely 
offer the appreciation, respect and simple 
civility these workers deserve. For ex- 
ample, employees are often surprised, if 
not downright taken aback, if a student 
does something as simple as help a jani- 
tor move a table. When students get a 
“crazy idea” to offer a thank-you card to 
the person that cleans their bathroom, 
the employee and other students usually 
appear shocked. 
Walking through dormitories. students 

feel obliged to greet fellow friends and 
residents. Too many times, however, the 

same pleasant greetings are not afforded 

to an employee. This is not to discredit 
those students who do appreciate the 
staff, but the disrespect for employees 
reaches outrageous proportions. 

For example. are you the student who 
continues to cut hair in the bathroom 
after repeated requests from an employee 
to stop? Better yet, are you the student 

who leaves dishes in the sink when a sign 
asks that you not do so? After such 
experience with students, janitorial staff 
members probably think of them as rich, 
spoiled brats used to being cleaned up 
after. 

To be sure, members of our editorial 
staff are guilty of the same actions. We 
must not forget. however, that these 
employees offer a valued service to all of 

. Without them, dormitories simply 
could not function. Workers do not de- 
mand special treatment or affection; they 
simply deserve the respect and civility 
someone should give anyone who takes 
care of him or her. 
Next time you see the people who change 

your light bulbs, vacuum your floors and 
clean your bathrooms, give them a thank- 
you; such a little gratitude can go a long 
way to showing your appreciation for a 
job well done. 

Evans’ Politics 
RECENTLY, WARD 2 City Councilman 

Jack Evans held an open forum with 
Georgetown students to discuss various 
issues concerning the university and area 

neighbors. Most of the discussion cen- 
tered around the two most divisive topics 
confronting students and neighbors: re- 
striction of parking for students and the 
proposed zoning overlay that would limit 
the number of unrelated people per house 
to three. Both of these measures have or 
would have direct impact on students, ; 

~ who now face increased difficulty in ob- 
taining parking permits and may face 
greater trouble renting off-campus hous- 
ing. As a councilman, Evans has favored 
such measures, especially when neigh- 
bors have called for more restrictions on 
students. Evans’ meeting with students 
in the GUSA-sponsored event marked 

what could be a milestone in student 
involvement in District politics or a 
Trojan Horse effort by an adept politi- 
cian. 

The fact that GUSA was successful in 
organizing the forum with Evans, who 

represents the vast majority of students, 
offers hope for the university commu- 
nity. Until recently. most political ma- 

neuvering and lobbying was done by the 
university administration, but with the 
recent registration of hundreds of the 
District's student voters, the community 
has a new constituency to consider. 
Evans’ presence at the meeting demon- 

strates his willingness to include stu- 
dents in discussions relevant to them. 
However, he offered only vague explana- 
tions and few solutions, and students are 
best advised to be wary of his intentions. 

Evans is a skilled politician who has 
demonstrated his ability to manipulate 
constituents to his own advantage, and 
this meeting may be nothing more than 
another such attempt to garner political 
support. It is notable that Evans waited 
‘until students became a notable political 
force in Ward 2 to meet with them. His 
upcoming campaign for mayor, though, 
forces him to attempt to satisfy as many 
voters as possible. Thus we see Evans 
claiming to want to change the pattern of 
anti-university legislation and action that 
has developed over the last several years. 

The primary consideration in evaluat- 
ing the sincerity of Evans’ meeting ought 
to be his record in dealing with the 
university. He suggested at the forum 
that the university take responsibility for 
housing shortages, but members of Ward 
2 have heretofore hampered any steps 
designed to do so. More importantly for 
students, Evans was the sponsor of the 

legislation revoking student parking reci- 
procity, and he publicly supports the 
zoning overlay. Whatever one concludes 
about Evans’ meeting, what he has al- 
ready said and done offer enough evi- 
dence to suggest that students remain 
skeptical of his intentions.   
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Gonzo Editors’ ‘Apology’ 
To THE EDITOR: 

The March 25 issue of THE Hoya con- 
tained an “apology” written by John 
Mathiesen and Micah Sachs, the co- 
editors of the Gonzo (“Gonzo Editors 

Apologize Over Kate James Parody,” 
letters). This “apology” addressed a sa- 
tirical attack primarily upon Kate James, 
Hova seniorsports editor, and Clay Risen, 
Hova editor in chief, that was published 
in the March edition of the Gonzo. As the 
staff of the Georgetown University 
Women's Center, we would like both to 
protest and comment upon this “apology” 
and the so-called parody it references. 

Firstand foremost, we object to the idea 
that an apology can adequately address 
the offense for which the Gonzo editors 
claim responsibility. This offense is noth- 
ing less than intentional sexual harass- 
ment, a violation of premeditated sex dis- 
crimination. and “apologies” are offered 
for mistakes and inadvertent blunders, not 
for sexual harassment infractions. 

Furthermore, even on college cam- 
puses that emphasize educating rather 
than punishing wrong-minded students 

like the unknown writer of the parody 
and the Gonzo editors, apologies alone 
seldom bring about great learning mo- 
ments. And in the rare cases where they 
do, the content of the apology displays a 
much greaterunderstanding of the offense 
than Mathiesen’sand Sach’sapology does. 

In fact, the Gonzo editors’ public apol- 
ogy shows no evidence that they better 
understand why they should apologize to 

James and Risen for the offensive and 
libelous Gonzo parody. At no point do 
they mention sexual harassment, and 
their tone when referring to their viola- 
tion (as one against the “cardinal Geor- 
getown tradition of respect for the dig- 
nity of the individual” that will “doubt- 
lessly survive unscathed even after our 
direct assault upon it”) shows contempt 
for that tradition and no concern for the 
actual individuals involved. In addition, 
Mathiesen and Sachs never acknowl- 
edge how they have hurt women at Geor- 
getown, despite the fact that any offense 
of sex discrimination against one woman 
hurts all women, particularly those who 
share acommunity and environment with 
the individual victim. 

Under Georgetown’s Student Code of 
Conduct, any harassment violation, in- 
cluding that of sexual harassment, is 
defined as an offense against the dignity 
of the individual, but under the regula- 
tions of the EEOC, sexual harassment is 
also defined as an act of discrimination 
on the basis of sex and violates both the 
1964 Civil Rights Act and the Educa- 
tional Amendments of 1972. The parody 
in the Gonzo represents an example of 
“hostile environment sexual harass- 
ment,” where students are discouraged 
from entering or staying at an academic 
institution by an environment that is 
intimidating, hostile or offensive. Such 
environments are often created through 
materials, like the recent Gonzo parody, 
that aggressively, even violently, use of- 
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not Enough 
fensive, explicitsexual imagery toachieve 
misogynist aims. The Gonzo parody’s 
references to the “dominance of man 
over woman” and “old, prissy neo-femi- 
nist” attitudes and its observation that 
“women are just prostitutes” are clearly 
directed at women in general, especially 
women who protest sexist attitudes like 
those of the unknown writer and the 
known editors of the Gonzo. 

As women and men concerned with . 

insuring that Georgetown will not be a 
hostile place for women, we strongly 
encourage a more substantive address of 
this incident and its attendant issues. 
Both the individuals involved and the 
larger Georgetown community can be 
educated that such behavior is unaccept- 
able and certainly cannot be dealt with 
and forgotten by simply issuing an argu- 
ably insincere apology. Mathiesen and 
Sachs should be required to demonstrate, 
or demonstrate on their own, not that 
they are sorry for their offenses. but that 
they will correct and avoid such objec- 
tionable actions in the future. because 
they understand how wrong and destruc- 
tive these actions are. 
On behalf of the administrative, fac- 

ulty and student members of the George- 
town University Women’s Center. 

NANCY CANTALUPO, COORDINATOR 

LOREN ESTESS (GSB 00) 
ADRIENNE KALOSIEH (COL *99) 
MARGARET STETZ, FACULTY ADVISER 

APRIL 2, 1997 

Gonzo Has no Reason to Apologize 
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To THE EDITOR: 
The apology made to Kate James by the editors of the Gonzo 

(“Gonzo Editors Apologize Over Kate James Parody,” letters, 
March 25) deeply disturbed me. That James would pressure 
the Gonzo editors into this apology shows her own lack of 
security. That the administration would serve as a vehicle for 
this pressure shows a contempt for freedom of speech. And that 
the editors of the Gonzo would give in to such pressure shows 
a sniveling lack of courage. 

James regularly wrote a column of a controversial nature, 
and thus opened herself up to ridicule. While she had a 
perfectly good right to insult the male gender, anyone else had 
a perfectly good right to reciprocate this and insult James. I 
would even go so faras to say James was deserving of mockery. 

The administration, by taking James’ complaint seriously 
enough to start an investigation, showed a complete disrespect 
for freedom of speech. This clearly was not a case of libel, as 
nobody could seriously think the article was factual. James’ 
right to express her opinion was not infringed upon. All that 
happened is that James was made fun of. That the jokes were 
of a sexual nature is irrelevant. The administration should not 
be shielding students from the fact that those who say ridicu- 
lous things should expect to be made fun of. 

Finally, the editors of the Gonzo displayed great cowardice 

For Help After 
A Sexual Assault 
To THE EDITOR: 

I write in response to the column “A Drug Induced Silence” 
by David Linehan thatappeared inTHE Hoya Tuesday, March 25. 
I want to assure Linehan that Georgetown is not attempting to 
silence students who have been sexually assaulted. My position 
as the new sexual assault services coordinator is proof of that. 

Few people on campus believe the number of sexual assaults 

reported to the Department of Public Safety accurately reflects 
the number of incidents that occur. Through my work as the 
sexual assault services coordinator, I hope more students will 
feel comfortable reporting violent crimes to DPS and/or the 
Metropolitan Police Department knowing they will have an 
advocate with them during the process if they choose. 

Additionally, I can explain to victims their options regard- 
ing support services on campus. Counseling and Psychiatric 
Services is one option students may access. Students may also 
choose the Student Primary Care Clinic or Sexual Assault 

Services. 

CAROLYN HURWITZ, SEXUAL ASSAULT SERVICES COORDINATOR 
Arrir 2, 1997 

in giving in to such pressures. As a so-called underground 
newspaper, the humor of the Gonzo is based on making fun of 
people and institutions. If they are afraid to mock anyone who 
might take offense, there won’t be much for them to write. 
When the editors of the Gonzo say that “nothing less than an 
absolute and humble apology is in order” for one of the few 
genuinely funny pieces in an issue, one wonders why they are 
publishing the newspaper in the first place. 

STEPHEN FRIEDMAN (COL '00) 
MARCH 25, 1997 

HovA Isn’t Funny 
To THE EDITOR: : 

THE Hoya should avoid all attempts at humor. I am very 
hesitant to tell you to stick to what you do best because I’m 
really not sure what that may be. The April Fools Issue of THE 
Hoya is the one issue a year nobody laughs at. It is put together 
on the premise that students will laugh at anything as long as 
it has some swearing thrown in here and there and a bunch of 
poorly superimposed pictures. As if the jokes weren’t bad 
enough, most were repeated several times throughout the 
paper. I really think THE Hova should devote an entire issue to 
putting different faces on the “Liar Liar” advertisement. | was 
disappointed that there were only three different versions of 
that joke in the issue. 

To be fair though. 1 must commend Tue Hova on its 
creativity in making fun of Marriott on the front page. The part 
about a student vomiting after eating at Marriott was sheer 
brilliance. Who would have ever thought to write an entire 
article about the bad food at Marriott! 

I do not wish to concentrate on how bad this latest issue was 
because it was not a surprise to me. Anybody who reads THE 

Hova should know that real humor is beyond its capabilities. 
The Campus Opinion is a perfect example. As if it isn’t bad 
enough that people on campus can’t come up with better 
responses than “The Golden” for every question. THE Hoya 
continues to print the lamest ones of the bunch. I would like the 
response of “Leo O’Donovan” to remain a staple of the 
Campus Opinion though, because that never gets old. I mean, 
anything inolving Leo O’Donovan is just naturally funny, 
right? I’m giggling like a school girl just from typing his name. 

I know that not all people are funny. This causes me no 
problems. I would just like to see THE Hoya avoid intentional 
humor; not forever, but just until it has an editor in chief who 

does not have the number for the Office of Student Conduct on 
speed dial for those instances when real humor appears on 
campus. 

RyAN WILLIAMS (GSB '99) 

APRIL 2, 1997 

  

Committed to Georgetown, not GUSA 
To THE EDITOR: 

I am a close friend of both Austin 
Martin and Terra Brown, and I consider 
myself privileged to have worked with 
these two competent, efficient and car- 

ing people on their campaign. Coinci- 
dentally. my letter concerns the dynamic 
duo and the post-campaign press they 
have been receiving in THE HovA. 

In the March 25 issue, THE Hova edi- 
torial board (“What Election?”) wailed 
in genuine anguish about the post-presi- 
dential GUSA elections, blubbering, “It 
is disappointing that none of the mem- 
bers of the defeated presidential cam- 

paign of Terra Brown and Austin Mar- 
tin, including Brown and Martin them- 

selves, ranin the election.” Althoughitis 
truly implausible that a few facts es- 
caped the intense journalistic scrutiny of 
THE HovA, apparently when the editorial 
board issued this statement, it failed to 
notice that a large number of former 
Brown/Martin workers did in fact run in 
the succeeding elections. Former Brown/ 
Martin soldiers Monty Cooper and Ron 
Palmese captured two seats as Sopho- 
more representatives, facing off against 
their former Brown/Martin allies Dan 

* Vacek, Lev Bayer, Liz Farley and Colin 

SAC Chair Nominee 

Not Chosen for Politics 
To THE EDITOR: 

We, the U.S. Political Committee of 

the GUSA Lecture Fund, would like to 
address the recent discussion of the nomi- 
nation of Gabriel Camarillo to the posi- 
tion of SAC chair. A proven leader such 
as Gabe should be accepted based solely 
on his qualifications, especially consid- 
ering that the outgoing SAC chair has 
strongly recommended his nomination. 

We would like to reaffirm this ap- 
pointment based upon our experiences 
with Gabe, who served as the chair of this 

committee. Gabe leads well by example, 
motivating the group while serving as a 
valuable member. Gabe possesses all the 
attributes necessary foran effective leader, 

including responsibility, organization, 
proactivity and cooperation. He also thor- 
oughly understands the intricate bureau- 

cracy of student programming. We feel 
confident that Gabe will be unbiased in 
the interactions of the diverse student 
body. Considering these qualifications, 
Gabe will undoubtedly bring a new vi- 
sion to the structuring of student activi- 
ties. 

JAY BARTLETT (COL '98) 

JONATHAN CAVALLEO (COL '98) 

MARTI FLACKS (SFS '00) 

CHAD GRIFFIN (SFS '97) 

ELIZABETH KHALIL (COL 99) 

COURTNEY DIESEL O’DONNELL (COL *99) 

JACQUELINE SHAPIRO (COL ’99) 

ALLISON B. TEPLEY (COL ’99) 

JESSICA M. VIANES (COL '99) 

U.S. PoriticAL COMMITTEE OF THE 

GUSA Lecture Funp 

APRIL 2, 1997 

Newman in this Clash of the Titans. In 
the race for junior class representative, 
Brown/Martin groupie Matt Logue gave 
it his all, and scrappy young write-in 
candidate Chris Rull, another commit- 
ted Brownista, went up against nearly 

insurmountable odds to gain a seat. In 
the elections of the Class of "98, Brown/ 
Martin supporter Tony Kaseta proved 
his mettle, and Dan Kidd came close to 
winning, but I guess he couldn’t count 
on his voters at the last minute. 

THE Hova is right about one thing, 
however: It is disappointing for them, 
me and in the long run, Georgetown, that 
Terra and Austin decided not to run in 
the post-presidential elections. Know- 
ing both politicos intimately and having 
talked extensively with them about their 
campaign, I am convinced the implica- 
tions of THE Hoya connected to their 
decision to leave are, in many respects, 

flawed. THE HovA’s editorial board as- 
serted “That these candidates and cam- 
paign workers who were so optimistic 
about GUSA less than a month ago could 
suddenly lose all interest in GUSA and 
its ideals after one defeat gives voters 
less reason to vote,” implying that Aus- 
tin and Terra forwent the assembly elec- 
tions out of sour grapes or a superficial 
commitment to GUSA. THE Hoya was 
right to do so. Terra and Austin were not, 
and are not, committed to GUSA and its 

ideals; they are committed to the com- 

munity of Georgetown. These candidates 
did not see GUSA as an end in itself, but 

merely as a vehicle for improving the 
school that so many of us cherish. 

PAT HULSY (SFS 99) 

MARCH 26, 1997 
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Friday, April 4, 1997 

King’s Death: 
Truth at Last? 

N APRIL 4, 1968, EXACTLY 29 YEARS AGO, OUR 
nation literally went up in flames. Angry citi- 
zens, outraged at the assassination of Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, 
Tenn. took to the streets creating riots that erupted in 
major cities across the United States, with Washington, 
D.C. leading the way. 

Like President John F. Kennedy's assassination, which 
shook the consciousness of America, folks all around © 
the world seem to remember exactly where they were 
and what they were doing when they heard that Dr. King 
was assassinated. ; 

My mother tells the story of hearing my grandmother 
scream at the top of her lungs with sadness when the 
news anchor interrupted the regularly broadcast televi- 
sion show to announce that Dr. King had been mur- 

dered. “I remember hearing 

JAMAL Mom scream ‘King has died.’ I 

WATSON 
remember how sad everyone 

Days on the Hilltop 

  

   

  

    
was because we had indeed lost 
a great freedom fighter,” she 
said. 

As the world community 
watched for Dr. King’s assas- 
sin to be brought to justice, 
months passed before James 
Earl Ray was named as the in- 
dividual responsible for the 
death of Martin Luther King, 

| Jr. Ray, a petty criminal who 
had no serious past record was 

arrested and eventually confessed to murdering Dr. 
King. Days later he recanted his confession claiming 
that he was coerced into pleading guilty by government 
officials, but he was not given a trial, and instead was 
sentenced to 99 years in jail. Ever since he’s been 
incarcerated he has kept to his story that he is innocent 
and has nothing to do with the murder. In his book, 
“Who Killed Martin Luther King?” released by Na- 
tional Press Books in 1992, Ray asks for an independent 
prosecutor to investigate the assassination. He writes: 
“I call upon the nation to urge the President and the 
attorney general to appoint a special prosecutor to inves- 
tigate the FBI's involvement in the case. If a special 
prosecutor can be appointed to investigate and pros- 
ecute those involved in the Iran-Contra scandal, cer- 
tainly the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King 
deserves the same independent examination.” 

While I’m not quite sure that I’m ready to accept that 
he had nothing to do at all with the assassination of Dr. 
King, I remain steadfast in my belief that the ailing 69- 
year-old accused criminal deserves a trial. I’m as con- 
vinced that Ray deserves a trial as I was certain that 
Myrhe Evers-Williams deserved a new trial for the 
assassination of her husband, civil rights activist Medger 
Evers. Clearly, if Ray’s case went to court, and if the FBI 
documents from the King assassination, which have 

been sealed until the year 2027, were unsealed, I'd be 

willing to bet we’d find that the government had a stake 
in helping to ensure Dr. King’s death. 
“No thoughtful person, after reviewing the evidence, 

can believe that this one man, James Earl Ray — who 
had bungled everything he tried, including criminal 

  

activity — acting alone, killed Dr. King, escaped during 
the evening traffic rush in Memphis on April 4, 1968, 
traveled to Canada and England with international pass- 
ports. avoided an international network in search of him 
and was only caught some time later.” civil rights 
activist Rev. Jesse L. Jackson wrote in the forward to 
Ray’s book. Jackson, who has consistently argued that 
the government was deeply complicit in the assassina- 
tion of King went on to say, “I have never accepted the 
‘one crazy man’ theory of political assassinations. I 
certainly do not accept such a theory with regard to 
James Earl Ray and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I have 
always believed that there was a conspiracy involved in 
Dr. King’s assassination. I have always believed that 
the government was a part of the conspiracy, either 
directly or indirectly, to assassinate him.” 

While I’m sure the King family has always suspected 
the government played some role in the murder of its 
loved one, the fact that it has finally publicly come out 
of the woodworks is encouraging. What is perhaps 
worrisome for me, however, is their immediate embrace 
of alleged assassin James Earl Ray. In a meeting with 
Ray last week, Dexter, Dr. King’s youngest son, asked 
Ray if he had killed his father. When Ray answered in 
the negative, Dexter responded by saying, “I want you to 
know that I believe you and my family believes you, and 
we are going to do everything in our power to make sure 
that justice will prevail.” 

In making such an absolute statement regarding Ray’s 
innocence. the King family leaves little room at all to 
consider the possibility that while Ray might not have 
shot the rifle that killed King 29 years ago, he could have 
collaborated with the FBI to make sure the assassination 
was successful. Even collaboration makes him suspect 
and accountable. 

Ray. who is suffering from a liver disease, deserves a 
trial. The sealed documents must be released and the 
truth about who killed Dr. King must be revealed. The 
American people have the right to know exactly what 
happened: to continue to put off Ray’s request for a trial 
would be delaying justice. And as Dr. King reminded all 
of us, “Justice delayed is justice denied!” 
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Charles R. Tartaglia, M.D. 
i N THE MARCH 25TH ISSUE OF THE Hoya 1s 
  

a column by David Linehan titled “A 
Drug-Induced Silence.” In that column a 

number of assertions are made that are either 
misleading or outright false and that might 
discourage persons from seeing the Counsel- 
ing and Psychiatric Services as a useful re- 
sourceand consequently from receiving much- 
needed help at a time of crisis. Therefore I 
would like to offer some clarification and 
correction of some of the misinformation in 
Linehan’s article. 

Itshould be understood that not only women 
can be victims of sexual assault. Albeit less 
frequently, men can be victims as well and at 
CAPS will be provided whatever assistance 
they require in a similar if not identical man- 
ner to women and with the same care and 
compassion. Inasmuch as Linehan speaks 
only of women’s experience, however, my 

response to his remarks will be specifically 
directed to CAPS’ procedures for assisting 
women who have been assaulted. 

Women who have been victims of sexual 
assault come to CAPS at various intervals 
from the time of the assault. Some come 
within hours, a few days, or a few weeks. 

Others may come many months or even years 
after the assault. In every case, women who, 
at the time of their contacting the Counseling 
Center, state that they have been sexually 
assaulted, are referred to one of our female 

health professionals, none of whom are li- 
censed to prescribe medication. 

The initial one or initial few visits with the 
health professional are devoted to assessing 
the nature and extent of the psychological 

problems that have prompted the woman to 
seek help. When the assault has been recent, 

the presenting symptoms may be profound 
shock and emotional numbness or indiffer- 
ence which can be problematic in that it may 
prevent the person from taking appropriate 
care of herself. In neither instance does medi- 
cation play a role in treatment. 

In other instances there may be intense 
shame and self-recrimination or there may be 
post-traumatic reactions characterized by ex- 
treme fearfulness, intense anxiety approach- 
ing panic, inability to sleep and paralysis of 
the person’s functioning, even of her ability to 
adequately articulate her state of mind and 
circumstance. In these latter cases there is a 
role for medication to assist sleep or reduce 
anxiety in order to allow the person to re- 
establish some emotional equilibrium so that 
she can better cope with her immediate situa- 
tion and consider the various options for ac- 
tion available to her. 

At such times the non-physician health 
professional may refer the person to one of the 
two psychiatrists (physician mental health 
professionals) at CAPS for consultation. The 
psychiatrist will assess the appropriateness of 
medication and will explain to the person the 
role, effects, pros and cons of its use in the 
specific instance. If the person elects to accept 
medication, the psychiatrist will prescribe and 
follow the course of the treatment in conjunc- 
tion with the non-medication supportive care 
and counseling of the non-physician health 
professional. 

In cases where the assault has occurred in 
the more distant or even remote past, the 
woman will usually present symptoms char- 
acteristic of much later stage post-traumatic 

   

disorder and/or of one of the additional psy- 
chological disorders which frequently devel- 
ops at these stages. Clinical depression, eat- 
ing disorders, persistent panic attacks and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder are among 
these conditions and for these, medication is 
an appropriate and effective treatment—not 
as an alternative but as a complement to 
psychological counseling. 

Finally, let me say a few words about Prozac. 
Prozac is one of several similar agents devel- 
oped in the past decade for which the mecha- 
nism of action is generally and widely known. 
It has well-established effectiveness in the 
treatment of clinical depression, obsessive- 

compulsive disorder and anorexia/bulimia. It 
also has preventive value in panic disorder. It 
does not modify behavior except insofaras the 
behaviorisaderivative of one oranother ofthe 
aforementioned disorders. Nor does it pro- 
duce any particular emotion. Indeed by elimi- 
nating the emotional “‘straightjacket” that de- 
pression and these other disorders create, it 
actually frees a person to react with appropri- 
ate emotion to whatever the stimuli might be 

  

  

Oh Canada? 
topics in far flung regions such as China 
and Albania. Today, we shall deal with a 

country closer to home: Canada. For most 
people the name recalls visions of caribou 
trotting across the tundra and large men with no 

: N THE PAST THIS SPACE HAS OFTEN DEALT WITH 
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teeth drinking Molson after a hockey game. 
However. those of us familiar with our neigh- 
bors to the north know better. In truth, Canada 
is not all that different from the United States. 

In fact, the only thing that separates us these 
days is the fact that most Canadian sentences 
end with the word “eh.” Let’s take a look. We 
are both industrial nations with a large. rural, 
grain-producing heartland. We both have a 
rich, diverse and tension-filled culture based on 
our history as a haven for immigrants and 
refugees. We both enjoy the soulful music of 
Alanis Morrisette. Is it still really necessary to 
continue to have two separate nations? 

In the past, Canadians could proudly point to 
many cultural differences. Canadians sat on a 
Chesterfield while we sat on a sofa. Canadians 
played hockey while we played baseball. Cana- 
dians could smoke Cubans while we had to 
make do with cheap cigars. However, as time 
went on and we moved into the age of mass 
communication, these little differences that in 
the past made all the difference have disap- 
peared. Today, the Blue Jays and Expos have 
played baseball in Canada for over twenty years 
and the majority ofthe National Hockey League 
resides within the United States. 

However, as these cultural differences faded, 

there was still something that made Canada 
unique and different: Quebec. Divided between 
French-speaking Quebec and the other, En- 
glish-speaking provinces, Canada always pre- 
sented itselfas an example of how two cultures 
could live peacefully under one system. As one 
Canadian once told me, to be Canadian was to 

be co-operative. : 
In truth, however, things were notas idyllic as 

one may have thought. Things have never been 
easy between Quebec and the rest of Canada. 
Their federal system has been an evolving 
series of concessions to appease Quebec. This 
tension-filled atmosphere was no better dis- 

  

played than in the fall of 1995 when a secession 
vote in Quebec failed by only 5,000 votes. 
Today, the future of Quebec is in limbo and it is 
widely believed another secession vote would 
lead to Quebec independence. As one Canadian 
once told me, “If Quebec were to secede, it 
would destroy the only thing remaining that 
makes us different, that makes us Canadian.” 

That brings us to 1997. With cultural differ- 
“ences practically obliterated, we are now mov- 
ing to economic integration as well. The North 
American Free Trade Agreement, signed in 
1992, gradually eliminated economic barriers 
and essentially created free trade in North 
America. Now, suppose Quebec were to se- 
cede. This brings us back to my original ques- 
tion: Why should we continue to exist as two 
separate entities when the only major differ- 
ences between our countries is the accent with 
which we speak English? 

Now, this may seem to some a very bold 
statement, but I am all for the political union of 

Canada and the United States into some grand 
North American Federation. The only thing 
remaining that separates us is a border. Yes, 
there would still be many differences across this 
brave new world. However, they would be no 
bigger than the difference between, say, New 

York and Alabama. 

MATT Believeitornot, this 

FAIRLEY 
move would actually 

benefitboth countries. 

The Armchair 
Diplomat 

    

      

We could sueamline 
our bureaucracies by 
eliminating redundan- 
cies between our gov- 
ernments. not to men- 
tion the money saved 
by combining our 
armed forces. Besides 
there is a lot we can 
learn from our neigh- 
bors to the north. So- 

cialized medicine, parliamentary government, 
how to keep a city clean (have you ever seen 
Toronto? It’s immaculate) and how to make 

beerthatdoesn’ttaste like it was strained through 
my gym socks. I mean, Molson could kick 
Bud’s ass any day of the week. 
Now there are probably a lot of people writing 

this off as some Crack-pot theory, but as we 
cross the bridge into the 21st century and move 
into the global village, these outdated political 
boundaries are becoming more and more of an 
anachronism. Ascommunications become faster 
and knit us together ever closer, large areas that 
were once unthinkable as a single political unit 
are now easily governed. Besides, it would be 

pretty cool to stand up in Congress and say, “I 
yield to the Honorable Gentleman from 
Saskatchewan,” wouldn't it, eh? 

  

Matt Fairley (SES '99) is filling in this week 
for Dave Gootzit. The Armchair Diplomat ap- 
pears Fridays in THE HOYA.   
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Dealing with Sexual Trauma — Not Silencing It 
in his or her environment, whether pleasant or 
unpleasant. Moreover, if Prozac or its alterna- 
tives were taken by someone who does nothave 
one of these disorders, there would be no ef- 
fects. Prozac has been widely used not because 
itis a “wonder drug” (it is not!), but because it 
is effective, generally well-tolerated with re- 
spect to side effects, uncomplicated in its ad- 
ministration and the safest psychoactive drug 
available for its particular uses we have ever 
had. 

The goal of our treatment at CAPS and the 
goal of proper treatment for anyone suffering 
from the psychological consequences ofa sexual 
assaultis never to silence but always to help the 
person find a voice, to free her (or him) from 
crippling symptoms to the extent possible, to 
facilitate coping and a rational consideration of 
available options and to support the person in 

taking whateveractions he or she deems appro- 
priate. 

Charles R. Tartaglia, M.D. is the Director of 
Counseling and Psychiatric Services. 

The Best Party on Campus 
  

Izzy Klein 
HIS PAST YEAR WAS A GREAT ONE FOR 

I College Democrats. We were part of 
the first reelection of a Democratic 

Georgetown alum, President Bill Clinton 
(SFS 68). We campaigned for winning Demo- 
cratic congressmen in New Jersey and North 
Carolina. Our membership roles climbed to a 
whopping 150-plus! We have been the best 
party on campus, figuratively and literally. 

What is left? How will our club survive 
without a presidential election in November 
torally around? Itis our goal to make this year 
not equal to last year, but better than last year. 
We will continue the great activities of the 
past years: debates, speakers and parties. We 
will be coordinating community service 
projects with all the great community service 
groups on campus. To start, we will be going 
to Northeast Washington with Habitat for 
Humanity to do yardwork at a renovated 
home. Our second project will be with Hands 
on D.C. April 12. 

Just as we want to make a difference off 
campus by doing community service, we also 
want to be off campus to get work experience 
and meet new people. An internship is some- 
thing every college student would like to 
have someday. It can also be something hard 
to find out about if you are just starting out in 
college. We will constantly make our mem- 
bers aware of new internships available to 
Georgetown students and hold our own In- 
ternship Fair in the fall. In fact, we have 

already made our members aware of 10 op- 
portunities for college students. 

Just as we send our members to Capitol 
Hill and other Democratic offices in Wash- 
ington, we will bring those on Capitol Hill to 
Georgetown to speak. In the past we have had 

  

Eleanor Clift, Mike Dukakis. Sen. Barbara 
Boxer (D-Cal) and then Sen. Paul Simon (D- 
111) as well as numerous other great Demo- 
crats. Speakers already invited for next year 
are House Democratic Leader Richard A. 
Gephardt (D-Ind), Sen. Paul Wellstone (D- 
Min), and a wealth of other great men and 

women in public service who are Democrats. 
Our club will also be participating in major 

governor’s races in Virginia and New Jersey. 
We have had a great record of helping Demo- 
cratic candidates win office. This will con- 
tinue when Lt. Governor Don Beyer vies for 
the Governor’s seatin Virginiaand the Demo- 
cratic nominee in New Jersey attempts to 
unseat Republican Governor Christine Todd 
Whitman. We will take groups to both states 
to campaign for our candidates. 

Fortunately, on campus we have had a 
better relationship with our College Republi- 
cans than our fellow party members have had 
with Republicans on Capitol Hill. This work- 
ing relationship will continue for next year. 
We will hold debates with the College Re- 
publicans on major policy issues throughout 
the year, beginning with a Presidents’ Debate 
in the near future. We will also have a joint 
barbeque next year with them at which we 
will pound them in a great game of softball. 

The College Democrats at Georgetown 
will continue to be a club of diversity, inclu- 
sion and action. Our activities will reflect our 
intent to make the message of the Democratic 
Party heard and felt on campus, and they will 
embody the beliefs of our party ... the best 
party on campus. 

  

Izzy Klein (COL '99) is President of the 
College Democrats. This is part one in a two 
part series. Neil Bradley will be writing for 
the College Republicans Tuesday. 

Islam Around the World 
  

Khadija Lin and 
Shabana Kazi 

i MAGINE: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 1997. You 
  

are strolling toward Red Square from 
any given direction. Suddenly, a kalei- 

doscope ring of vibrant, multicolored flags 
from countries around the world appears, 
each flag fluttering in the cool spring breeze, 

- beckoning one and all to experience the all- 
embracing universality of Islam—the reli- 
gion of peace and submission to the Will of 
God. The multitude of people. situated within 
the great circle of flags, representing all the 
regions of the world. are united by these 
words: “Say: He is Allah (God), the One; 
Allah. the Eternal. the Absolute: He begettoth 
not, nor is He begotten. And there is none like 
unto Him” (Koran: 112:1-4). 

Envision browsing the sea of tables cam- 
ouflaged with exotic cultural paraphernalia. 
eclectic assortment of historical artifacts 
alongside contemporary glimpses of mod- 
ern-day cities. Glance at glossy snapshots of 
the world’s most beautiful mosques, shuffled 
in with artistic sketches of modest prayer 
rooms in the more remote villages of the 
world. Savor the true essence of Islam, and 
delve deep into its unrestricted omnipres- 
ence. Experience the unity of Muslim broth- 
ers and sisters from all over the world, as they 
come together by the oneness of God. Dis- 
cover how Islam intrinsically obliterates all 
cultural barriers. 

Allah has instructed humans, “ 
...and 

among His Signs is the creation of the heav- 
ens and the earth, and the variations in your 
languages and your colors: verily in that are 
Signs for those who know” (Koran: 30:22). 
Further, “O, mankind! We created you from 

a [single] pair of a male and a female, and 
made you into nations and tribes, that ye may 
know each other [not that ye may despise 
each other]. Verily, the most honored of you 
in' the sight of Allah is [he who is] most 
righteous of you...” (Koran 49:13). 

While Muslims from Morocco, Ireland, 
Bolivia, China, Turkey. the United States, 
India, Taiwan, Senegal. Tanzania, Malaysia 

and Saudi Arabia may speak different lan- 
guages, they greet each other with the same 
simple and beautiful words. “Assalamu 
alaikum™ (peace be upon you). words that 
instantly establish the bond of the Muslim 
brotherhood/sisterhood. 

The Muslims of the world invite everyone 
to join them in a festive and fascinating 
journey around the world of Islam. Discover 
the fundamentals of Islam including the five 
pillars. Enjoy exciting videos about the rich 
and mosaic culture of Islam. Take the oppor- 
tunity to experience a taste of the true Islam. 

Until then, we leave you with the saluta- 

tion of Paradise: peace, salam, paz, meer, 
shanti, paix, ping’an, shalom, heian ... 

Khadija (Christina) Lin (COL '98) and 

Shabana Kazi (SFS '99) are members of the 

Islam Around the World Festival during In- 
ternational Week. 

  

    

  

Mehmet Bozatli — he’s a Turk with a 

vegeance. 
Than Hinton, FLL ’00 
Erin Wright, COL ’00 

Campus Opinion: 

Nitro — he’s the best at Powerball. 

Melody Drummond, COL 00 
Nathaniel Hansen, COL ’00 

Peter North or Ron Jeremy — 
they’ve both got mad skills. 

   

Bill Clifford, SFS 99 
Serdar Tumgoren, SFS *99 

Don Finnegan, GSB *00 

Who should run for D.C. mayor? 

Pat Hughes — because he knows 
how to delegate. 

r Phil Higgins, COL *98 
C. Brian Crane, GSB ’99 

   
   
    

  

Compiled by Gillian Burgess 

  

   
   

   
   

     
      

John Keenan — because he’s honest. 
Chris Posteraro, SFS °99 

Izzy Klein, COL ’99
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® Teenage Student Still 

Acts His Age 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, April 1 — “Hi. I'm 

Jayadev. It’s pronounced like Jay and Dave, just like a 
combination ofthe guys on late-night television.” said Jayadev 
Siddhanta Athreya. a 13-year-old sophomore in mathemat- 

ICS. 

Although Jayadev went directly from middle school to 

college-level courses. he does not consider himself Iowa 
State's Doogie Howser. 

“lam not a genius. I just had a lot of opportunity.” Jayadev 

said. “I had my mom and dad. who are both professors here. 

That's a big plus.” 

Jayadev began attending Iowa State classes in the summer 
of 1994, just after the fifth grade. “I just sat in on my dad’s 
class and took the tests.” he said. 

Jayadev became a full-time lowa State student in the fall 

of 1996. . 
“At first I got some looks, but now they just say ‘Oh, it’s 

just that kid again,’ he said. 
With the energy level of a “typical 13-year-old. Jayadev 

said it can be difficult to remain focused on his 18-hour 
credit load. This semester he is taking Mathematics 301 
and 308. Physics 222. Political Science 490 and As- 
tronomy 120. 

“Astro 120, that’s the fun course.” he said. 
When it comes to homework, Jayadev said he focuses 

at least two hours an evening on his classes. He said he 
also uses his time between classes to catch up on his 

studies. 
“I try to get the best grades I can get, but when the weather 

is nice, I'd rather be playing basketball or tennis than study- 
ing,” he said. 

Jayadev said he enjoys the same activities as other 
people his age. He said he is a “basketball nut” and enjoys 
playing tennis, chess and watching sporting events on 
television. 

“If he wasn't careful he'd be watching sports all the time,” 
said Krishna Athreya, Jayadev’s father and professor of 
mathematics. “We have to put a lid on it.” 

Although his friends all attend Ames Middle School, 
Jayadev said he spends a lot of his time with them. “We are 
a close group of friends,” he said. 

“Tliey all live near me.” 

Now Jayadev said he is looking forward to the summer. “In 
the summer, it's awesome,” he said. “I sit in on one course 
and then go home and party with my friends.” 

Krishna said attending lowa State has been a good expe- 

rience for his son.He said he doesn’t feel that Jayadev is being 
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forced to grow up too quickly. rather he is just being educa- 
tionally challenged. 

“He is a bright kid.” Krishna said. 
Jayadev said he doesn’t feel he will miss the typical college 

social life due to his early attendance. “I can experience that 
in grad school.” he said. 

And by many accounts, Jayadev is a pretty typical college 
student right now. But he is a Presidential Scholar and a 
National Merit Scholar finalist with a 3.84 GPA. 

“My grade-point is dropping like a brick.” Jayadev said as 
his fatherquickly disagreed. “Well, I know one thing. it’s not 
floating like a balloon.” 

As for his future, Jayadev’s only definite plans are to 

continue with school. 
“Basically, I’ve grown up on this campus,” he said. 

“Actually, I've grown up in this department, and I plan on 
being here for a long time.” 
—Carolyn Kapaska, The lowa State Daily 

@ Popularity of Tenure 

Wanes on Campuses 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, March 18— A local study 
shows that universities nationwide are moving away from 
what many professors consider the heart of academic free- 
dom: the tenure system. 

The study comes in light of the university’s decision to 
implement post-tenure reviews of faculty members. Univer- 
sity officials announced in April 1995 that deans would 
review tenured faculty members every five years, which 
many faculty said threatened the tenure system. 

The findings were compiled in response to a 1993 U.S 
Department of Education study that demonstrated a similar 
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trend. 

Chronister and Baldwin surveyed the personnel policies at 
about 150 colleges and universities, including UVA. 

Mirroring the 1993 results, their study shows that the 
number of American higher education institutions employ- 

ing non-tenure track faculty members is at an all time high. 

Almost 80 percent of the nation’s colleges and universities 
are employing high level faculty in non-tenure positions. 

About 26 percent of full-time faculty work in non-tenure- 
track positions, with nearly 16 percent of those at tenure- 
granting institutions. 

The study also found demographic differences. Both women 
and minorities tend to be more heavily employed in the non- 
tenure-track positions than their counterparts. 

The study showed that males made up 54.3 percent of the 
110,227 full-time faculty employed in non-tenure-track posi- 
tions. 

Women represented 45.7 percent of full-time non-tenured- 
track faculty compared to 33 percent of full-time faculty in 
general. 

Minority faculty represented 17.2 percent of full-time non- 
tenured track faculty compared to 14 percent of full-time 
faculty in general. 

“[ These] limited professional development opportunities 
would appear to place women and minorities at a distinct 
disadvantage,” Baldwin said. 

Nationwide, faculty members generally are quick to high- 
light the disadvantages with getting rid of tenured systems, 
saying the system was originally created in the 1930s to give 
professors academic freedom without threatening their jobs. 
But Baldwin said there are both positive and negative aspects 
to the decrease in tenured faculty. 

“Some positions are attractive to people who want diver- 
sity in their careers or for people who do not want permanent 
positions,” he said. 

Faculty Senate Chairwoman Rebecca Kneedler said elimi- 
nating tenure allows universities to deal with decreasing 

budgets by having the ability to easily reduce their faculty 
pool. 

“In this economic era of the 90s, it makes sense because an 
institution is not making a permanent commitment, and 
therefore will be able to economize,” Kneedler said. “With 
changing needs and progress, it makes sense to have a 
temporary commitment.” 

She said there are some drawbacks to getting rid of tenure. 
For example, non-tenured-track faculty will not have the 
same sense of security as those who are tenured. 

But several faculty members said they believe this study 
does not apply to the university. 

“I don’t think UVA will use a large number of non- 
tenured-track faculty,” Kneedler said. “I see it more at 

places where there are a lot of part-time and temporary 
faculty.” 

The study also showed that non-tenured track faculty. 
showed a greater dissatisfaction with their long-term career 
prospects than their salaries. ° 

More than 52 percent of the non-tenured-track faculty 
indicated they were satisfied with their present salary. 

Because the non-tenured faculty are usually in their early 
stages or lower ranks of academic careers. .the lack of 

professional development has the potential to erode their 

future, Baldwin said. 

“Under-represented groups may be denied full access to 
successful academic careers without adequate opportunities 
for professional development,” Chronister said. 
—Joyce Choi, The Cavalier Daily 

© Meningitis Strikes CSU; 

Illness Still Isolated 

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY, March 18 — 
Even as the flu season released its grip on Colorado State 
University, another demon reared its ugly head: meningi- 
tis, which attacks the spinal cord and brain and can be fatal 
if left untreated. 

One student has been diagnosed with a related disease, 
meningococcemia. This means the bacteria infected his 
blood, but not his spinal cord or brain, as it would in 
meningitis. 

Deb Morris, health educator for the university health 
service, said the student’sillness was detected early and is an 
isolated incident. 

“He kept himself isolated from other people because he 
was so sick, so the chance for infecting others was low,” 
Morris said. 

The symptoms of meningitis include the sudden onset of 
a high fever, intense headache and a red rash that begins at 
the feet. Morris said thisdisease is airborne but requires close 
contact, such as kissing, to catch. 

Morris also said people carry the bacteria that causes 
meningitis, but a healthy immune system keeps the per- 
son from becoming sick. Methods of prevention include 
drinking plenty of fluids, adequate rest and low levels of 
stress. 

Spring break may also have helped to contain any spread 
of this disease. 

With the combination of low numbers of students on 
campus and the isolation of the student, Morris said the 
likelihood of an all-campus breakout is slim. 
—~Karen Stetler, Rocky Mountain Collegian 

— Compiled from University Wire   
  

Can you be a hero! 

eR rn 
Can you make a « iffe AS 1 Ce / 

Join Nike's PL.A.Y.CORPS. 

P.L.A.Y. (Participate in the Lives of America's Youth) is NIKE's initiative to Create opportunities for kids to 
get involved in sports. 

P.L.A.Y.CORPS recruits and trains college students to coach in city youth leagues. After a NIKE training clinic, 

CORPS members become coaches for local leagues in their communities. At the end of the CORPS, coaches 

receive $500 towards their college tuition. 

P.L.A.Y.CORPS coaches are college students. Someone young. Someone cool. Someone kids can look up to. 

Someone kids can aspire to be just like. Someone like you, 

Come to the Student Information Meeting on Wednesday, April 9th 
in Leavey Program Room @ 5:00 PM. 

P.L.AY.CORPS: 1-503-671-2213 PLAYCORPS@nike.com 
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Dennis: Stick to Basketball 
Rodman, Van Damme Get Blocked in ‘Double Team’ 

By ELizaBeTH C. RAPOSO 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

‘“DoubleTeam.” Simplyput: ¢ 
It’s one of the most horrific 

} experiences any human being 
could go through. What makes 

“Double Team” truly disturbing is the 
sight of Jean-Claude Van Damme trying 
to salvagea career, Dennis Rodman trying 
to act and Mickey Rourke. Laced with 
action scene after action scene and bad 
one-liner after bad one-liner, “Double 

Team” is not worth its weight in Clairol 
hair coloring. 

Van Damme is Jack Quinn, a terrorist 
“who decides to retire from “the game” 
(that’s terrorist lingo) and live the peace- 
ful life with his pregnant wife in the 

  

South of France. Buthis days of romping 
around the poolside with his lactating 
wife are numbered. 

Hisex-boss wants Jack, who heknows 

is “still hungry,” to help get rid of arrival 
terrorist: Stavros (Mickey Rourke). To 
arm his team, Jack seeks weapons spe- 
cialist Yaz (Dennis Rodman) who has 

an arsenal of interesting gadgets behind 
the water tanks and scuba divers who 
perform at his club. 

But, when Quinn’s team of ace shots 
(one of whom is so talented that she can 
“shoot the dick off a hummingbird”) try 
to take out Stavros, the mission goes 
awry. Stavros, standing with his child, 

catches sight of a sniper and shoots at 
him. This sets off a long gun fight be- 
tween the good guys and the bad guys in 

COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 

Dennis Rodman'’s acting career won't rebound from ‘Double Team.’ 
  

which Stavros’ son dies. Stavros swears 
revenge on Jack. 

Jack is punished for not successfully 
completing the mission and is deported 
to “The Colony,” a place where ex-ter- 
rorists are sent and all traces of their 
existence wiped out. 

Jack resents that he has to live on “The 
Colony” and plans to escape from the 
island. He begins to train for his swim to 
freedom. The audience endures Jack’s 
exercises. Thank God he lives in a room 
where he can lift everything or else he 
wouldn’tbecome strong and mighty. The 
besthome workout | have seen in years is 
where Van Damme does bicep curls 
with his porcelain bathtub. 

Jack escapes and finds Yaz, whom 
Jack depends on to find and kill Stavros. 
The two team up (i.e. “Double Team) 
and plan to get Stavros before Stavros 
kills Jack’s wife (who he has kidnapped) 
and Jack’s child. 

And so the movie is set in motion. 
However, not enough explosives, high 

kicks or vibrant hair color on Rodman 
can save “Double Team.” The casting 
choices alone are enough to send the 
movie south. Exhibit \: Jean-Claude 
Van Damme. Simple explanation — the 
man needs to pay rent and some movie 
executive thought there could be one 
more movie squeezed out of his high- 
kicking gams. 

Exhibit B: Dennis Rodman. In the past 
year Rodman has gone from just another 
punk onthebasketball courttoapunk who 
cross-dresses and is running out of places 
to pierce or tattoo on his body. “Double 
Team” seeks to capitalize on Rodman’s 
fame, or rather, infamy. This, however, is 

a fruitless effort because Rodman is pain- 
ful to watch. The script writer gave him 
lines like “I might be out of practice, but I 
never miss twice” or “The best defense is 
a good offense.” — Get it? Because he is 
a basketball player! 

Exhibit C: Mickey Rourke. Rourke 
has smoked so many cigarettes he sounds 
like Barry White. Rourke’s professional 
boxing career apparently never panned 
out, because he must have been in dire 
straits to make this movie. Rourke is also 
of arare breed of actors who can’t speak. 

The man’s diction is shot — one too 
many hits to the head, I guess. 

Director Tsui Hark felt the need to 
change locations in the film more than 
Rodman changed his hair color. It was 
evident from the first scene that the di- 
rector was not going to break new ground 
inthe way he put his movie together. The 
direction slowly devolves — one of the 
worst scenes is when Hark sets up the 
gun fight in an amusement park. Oh yes, 
the amusement park — it’s the age-old 
device forthose directors who don’t know 
where their movie is going. 

If you are seriously thinking about 
seeing “Double Team,” I strongly sug- 
gest getting a lobotomy prior to purchas- 
ing your tickets. 

GILLIAN BURGESS /7 HE Hov4 

Nomadic Theatre celebrates its 15th anniversary with the play ‘Harvey,’ starring Conrad Mulcahy (COL '00) and Maggie Kemper (COL '98). 

"Liv Tyler stars in 
* Inventing the : 
. = Abbotts,’ a well- = 
: = filmed *50s period. : 
ypiece. 
. -See page 46 5 

  

Nomadic
’s 

"Te - 

Rob Zombie’s . 
brother, Spider, : 
leads Powerman . 

5000 on its new = 
album. . 

-See page 56 

  

Funny Bunny of a Play 
By PABLO Liska 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

The Nomadic Theatre should be 
applauded for its colorful perfor- 
mance of “Harvey,” a Pulitzer Prize- 

winning comedy by Mary Chase. 
As the play opens, Veta Louise Simmons, 

played by Maggie Kemper (COL 98), is busy 
throwing ahigh-society party intended to help her 
daughter, Myrtle Mae (Eileen Hubert, COL 00), 
meet boys. Elwood P. Dowd (Alex Currall, GSB 
’99), Veta’s brother and the play ’s main character 
— ruins the party by introducing his best friend 
Harvey, a six-foot-tall invisible rabbit. 

In the second scene, Veta and Myrtle have 
Elwood committed to Dr. William Chumley’s 
(Dan Petrillo, COL ’97) famed sanitarium. Much 

to her displeasure, Veta is attended by Dr. Lyman 
Sanderson (Conrad Mulcahy, COL ’00), 
Chumley’s apprentice. Veta explains that she 
wants to commit her brother because he iis seeing 
an invisible rabbit, but by the end of the explana- 
tion, Dr. Sanderson is convinced that Veta, not 
Elwood, should be committed. 

Duane Wilson (Frankie Garcia-Tufion, GSB 
’97), the doctor’s funny and slightly derelict assis- 
tant, locks Veta in a room and brings Elwood out. 

Afterapologizing to Elwood for having committed 
him, Dr. Sanderson and Nurse Ruth Kelly (Cindy 

Schweer, COL ’99) let him go free. Veta, Myrtle, 

Judge Gaffney (Mike Morell, GSB 99), Wilson, 
Dr. Sanderson and Dr. Chumley spend the rest of 
the play trying to find and catch Elwood. 

The comedy in the first two scenes is mostly 
slapstick. The players manage to keep the audi- 
ence interested and entertained with simple situ- 
ational jokes. Occasionally, Veta becomes too 
frantic and fidgety, which makes her look ridicu- 
lous. Otherwise, the acting is funny. 

Once the audience settles into the plot, the 
play’s humor takes many new forms. Slapstick 
comedy gives way to social satire and, for a 
moment, the satire gives way to serious observa- 
tion and thought. 

Towards the play’s end, Nurse Kelley asks 
Elwood what he does. He says he goes to bars, has 
afew drinks with Harvey and basks in the warmth 

of peoples’ smiles. He says perfect strangers 
come to him and tell him their problems, their big 
dreams and their big mistakes. 

Maybe I’ve been spending too much time at 
bars, but this dialogue struck a chord with me. 
Although not all agree, I think there is some 
insightful social commentary hidden in Elwood’s 
lines and scattered throughout the play. 

Currall does an excellent job of playing Elwood. 
His character radiates happiness. His blue-eyed 
stare transcends the limits of the stage to capture 
the audience’s attention. Director Brady Richards 
(COL °97) said, “lI think Alex makes his own 
character that fits him so well.” 

The simple humor never stdps. The actors keep 

the audience laughing all night. They make one 
laugh not only at oneself but also at the funny 

world of Veta Louise Simmons. By highlighting 
the differences between frantic Veta and calm 
Elwood, the actors make insightful observations 
about ridiculous social standards, the nature of 
insanity and the meaning of friendship. 

The two disappointments in the play are the set 
construction and the love affair between Nurse 
Kelly and Dr. Sanderson. Although the general 
design and functionality of the set were good, it 
had some minor but noticeable problems. Impor- 
tant props kept falling down and some of the 
tables badly needed an extra coat of paint. 

The love story between the doctor and Nurse 
Kelly is simply not convincing. Richards said the 
intention was for Elwood to show the ascetic pair 
how to show emotion for each other. But even 
after Mr. Dowd gives a poignant speech about 
letting go of rational inhibitions, the doctor and 
nurse fail to communicate feeling for each other. 

Nevertheless, these two disappointments are 
overshadowed by the play’s many graces. No- 
madic Theatre combines generally good acting 
and directing with a great story in its presentation 
of “Harvey.” 

Instead of standing in line for a beer this Friday 
or shelling out $15 for drinks at Graffiti’s, do 
something new: See this great play. 

Editor's Note: Harvey is showing at the Walsh 
Black Box Theater April 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12 at 
8:00 p.m. and April 5 at 7:30 pm. Tickets are $5. 

  

   

  

Are they jazz? Are they rock? Just what are they? Well, they're the Squirrel Nut Zippers. 
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Squirrels Zip It Up — Ragtime Style 

  
By AMIR Suri 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

a Squirrel Nut Zippers is 

— e more than a brand of old- 
o} time chewy peanut candies, 

it is the name of one of the newest 
bands looking to the past to make 

future music richer and fuller. Surfing 
a wave of increasing popularity, the 
Squirrel Nut Zippers played a sold-out 
9:30 Club on Tuesday night, delight- 
ing audiences with the band’s unique 
sound. 

The increasing popularity of Squir- 
rel Nut Zippers is in tandem with the 
increasing exploration of new sounds 
in all arenas of music. Its first single 
release, “Hell,” from the sophomore 
album “Hot” enjoys air time on MTV, 
and SNZ was one of the acts at the 
Inaugural Ball. Yes, you read thatright, 

the ball for Bresidens Clinton (SFS 
’68). 

Putting a inger on SNZ’s sound is 
about as difficult as describing its per- 
formance. Descriptions range from 
1920s-jazz to oldie-style indie rock to 
swing, but one thing is sure about 
SNZ: It brings the entire collage into a 
very entertaining live show. 

The band has its roots in the rural 
splendor of North Carolina. As its 
history from Mammoth Records says, 

Jim Mathus (vocals, guitar, trombone) 

and Katherine Whalen (vocals, banjo) 

left Chapel Hill to start up a band with 
sounds rooted in the “ghost of Ameri- 
can music.” 

Along with Mathus and Whalen, 
the seven-piece band consists of Chris 
Philips (percussion), Tom Maxwell 
(guitars, vocals, percussion), Ken 

Mosher (alto and baritone sax, guitar, 

vocals), Stewart Cole (string bass) and 

  

Je Windenson (trumpet). 

The band’s music has the sound of 
the legendary Billie Holiday, Louis 
Armstrong and Bessie Smith. Its two’ 
albums, “The Inevitable” and the re- 
cently released “Hot,” reveal theband’s 

deep roots in the South and particu- 
larly New Orleans culture. Songs range 

from slow lounge tunes to up-beat, 
get-your-ass-on-the-floor-and-dance 
swing hits. 

- SNZ writes and arranges its own 
music. It may haveits roots in the *20s, 
’30s and ’40s, but the band rarely 
covers any songs from the era. Its 
music, filled with banjo riffs, deep 
bass lines, a full horn section and 
Philips' quick swing beats, is full of 
exciting surprises and foot-tapping 
delights. A little dixie here and some 
New Orleans jazz there gives its tunes 
a southern flavor with a cajun kick. 

The band’s initial presence on stage 
hinted at an impressive show. With 
seven members, a brass section and a 
stand-up string bass, the audience an- 

ticipated a barn-burner. The band 
opened up with anew tune, but quickly 
moved on to “Club Limbo” from its 
second album. Khalen, dressed in an 

elegant, light-blue slip dress crooned 
in her very unique voice. She had the 
ability to use her voice as an instru- 
ment, utilizing different pitches and 
‘tones. 

The first three or four songs were 
either new or from the lesser-known 
first album, which kept many fans 
tame. But when the band began the 
heart of its set with the popular “Prince 
Nez,” a ragtime song featuring the 
tremendous range of Whalen’s voice, 
the crowd began moving. 
Theband moved on with “Bad Busi- 

nessman,” a song displaying the 

strength of the horn section. Mathus 
put the guitar down and picked up his 
trombone, adding deep sound to the 
already bubbly notes of Mosher’s sax 
and Windenhouse’s trumpet. 

The highlight of the show was the 
band’s performance of its three big- 
gest hits. “Got my Own Thing Now,” 
the first song on “Hot,” is a fast swing 
tune in which Mathus tells his history, 
“When | was a lad, was a little bit sad 

.. til’ I heard the jazz band strike up, 
swear | had my mine made up ...” 
Mathus entertained the audience with 
some crazy dance moves while Whalen 
strutted her stuffacross the stage. Cole 
played the bass with a too-cool, indif- 

. ferent look, seeming to care more about 
the 20 cigarettes he smoked through- 
out the night than the audience. 

“Puta Lid on It” is the Squirrel Nut 
Zippers’ rendition of the old-school, 
Cab Calloway-type hits, with an al- 
most whiny Whalen being backed by 
the male vocals of Maxwell and 
Mathus. “Put a lid on it,” warned the 

men while Whalen responded, 
“What’s that you say? Oh man, no 
way...” implying that her “turning it 
loose” wouldn’t be toned down. 

Finally, the band closed the show 
with its hit, “Hell” in which Mathus 
tells the dangers of the afterlife in 
which “you may be headed for serious 
strife.” Windenhouse showed tremen- 
dous skill as he whipped out jazzed-up 
trumpet harmonies. 

Overall, the show had its ups and 
downs. Some of the slower lounge 
tunes featuring Whalen were more 
proper of a sit-down dinner setting 
than the jumpy 9:30 Club, but when 
the band started boiling with quicker, 
swing songs, few live bands could 
have gotten the crowd jumping more. 
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ri Cron | ‘Basic Instinct’ Revolutionizes Smut Genre What in the World 
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A Humorous 

  
Look at Film | climax came, a stabbing. evidently doesn’t. As I again watched psychology and are naturally intelligent, 
By “A stabbing?” you might ask. Well, thecutfromdropped jaws tospreadlegs, Nick is forced to turn to other criteria TCALCH 

| yes, in these kinds of movies people just I got to thinking that in all probability, when deciding who to believe, for in- oh a pe A ‘eo 

AISLING O'SHEA can’t have sex. Murder constitutes plot, I’ve seen Sharon Stone’s genitals more stance, which of them is the better lay. Hho WES aa i 

Remember the days back before none 
of us knew about Sharon Stone’s under- 
wear habits (or lack thereof)? Remem- 

ber when we all thought Michael Dou- 
glas’ career as a porn star (which no one 
understood anyway) was over? Remem- 

    

woman on top, full, frontal nudity, a 
man tied up with a silk scarf and, just as 

andifbloodall overa naked woman after 

she has stabbed her lover with an icepick 
means the difference between blockbuster 
and porn, then violence clearly is neces- 
sary to ensure the film isn’t about any- 
thing morally wrong, like sex. 

The murder part of the plot nicely 

legs during a police interrogation if you 
want to stay out of trouble. Katherine 

times than I’ve seen my own. And I'm 

sure everyone in America has seen 
Michael Douglas’ butt more times than 
their own or anyone else’s. 

Nick is clearly intrigued. S & M, lack 
of underwear and the possibility of death 
as the ultimate climax seem much more 

while Beth says Katherine is a psycho- 
path. As both women have degrees in 

Katherine wins and Nick tries to get to 

the bottom of Beth’s problems, neglect- 
ing that everyone Katherine has ever 
written a book about meets their death in 
the way she describes. 

By now, you are probably hoping the 
story ends there. It doesn’t. But for the      

Can You Do With Your Education? 

MPACT 
communities 

EXPERIENCE 
other Crit: 

    

  

  

  

  

    

  

ber when we thought an ice pick was taken care of, all the filmmaker needs to exciting than Beth, the do-gooder police sake of time and those of you who don’t y © 
neither a sex toy nor a murder weapon? do is find a suspect. In this case (surprise psychologist who has been providing know the outcome, all I'll say is that it 
Then, one day, a movie came along and surprise) it’s the deceased's girlfriend, Nick with therapy of all kinds. He gets has two main elements: One is a quote 
changed the way we view the world. Katherine (Stone). However, when the What he was looking for, from the silk- from the film itself: “You just can’t tell = 
That movie was “Basic Instinct.” While police arrive at her house, she makes the ~~ scarf routine to cute little scratches all about people, can you? Even the ones fis) WorldTeach 
itmay be considered somewhatclichéby distinction clear: “I wasn’t dating him, I = over his back. There's only one little you think you know inside and out.” The ite : 
now, as a movie that defined a genreand ~~ was fucking him.” Is she sad her loveris problem — Katherine's live-in lesbian other, oddly enough, is “The Butter Battle 1-800-4-TEACH-O e info@worldteach.org 
became a classic (one of those movies dead? Yes. But not because she loved lover, Roxy (and whoever said “Mis- Book™ by Dr. Seuss, which ends with the www.igc.org/worldteach 

that you have to see, whether or not you him. Because “I liked fucking him.” sion: Impossible™ had a complex plot?) main character standing on a wall decid- q ® 

hide the cover in the line at Blockbuster) Intrigued. Nick, our tortured-soul po- gets a little jealous. Katherine justcan’t ing whether or not to drop a bomb. So, as 
I thought it was time to pay homage to lice officer (who really cares about his understand why (“Shes seen me fuck Jong as you are willing to take the time to 
this epic of mind games, murder and past? Everyone knows what Michael plenty of guys. She's seen everything. g 

spread legs. Douglas is good for in this type of She likes to watch.™) After trying to kill see INSTINCT, r. 8G 

The wonderful thing about “Basic movie) begins to investigate. It seems Nick, Roxy meets her death on a danger- 

Instinct” is that while it might hold that two years before. good old ous road. : =i ® > 

out on plot details, it is more than Katherine wrote a novel about — get Afterapproximately three billion more § ookin or Ho USI 9 le 

generous with smut. After a some- this — a man who gets stabbed to plottwists and turns, and almostas many ® 

what bizarre introduction sequence death by his girlfriend during sex, with explicit sex scenes, we are greeted with 
involving moving flesh-colored tones (you guessed it) an icepick. Time for the fascinating news that Beth and ART : | 

behind what appears to be shattered the interrogation. Katherine had a fling when they were in : RX \ | 

glass (possibly the sole inspiration for This is probably the most famousscene ~~ college. But wait, the fun doesn’t stop | 

Stone’s next movie, “Sliver,”) we are in modern smut. It should serve as a there. Our hero struggles to get both 

treated to a sex scene of monumental valuable lessontoallofyouwhotendnot sides of the story. As it turns out, | q ® 

proportions. It has everything: blond to wear underwear: don’t spread your Katherine says Beth is a psychopath, | | 
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Taste and Winning Varieties 

    

of the HOT POCKETS®, LEAN POCKETS", 
CROISSANT POCKETS? Brand Stuffed Sandwiches, and 

HOT POCKETS? Brand Pizza Snacks 

        

   Available at 
Safeway, Giant, Shoppers, 

Super Fresh 
and other fine stores in your area 

(in the freezer section) 

  

    

         Fm [MFG. COUPON | EXPIRES JULY 31, 1997 | LAPEER 

Save s1,00% zee 
I when you buy any 2 packages of 
| HOT POCKETS® LEAN POCKETS®, ; son 

| CROISSANT POCKETS stand stuffed Sandwiches, £8 

I or HOT POCKETS® brand Pizza Snacks 
Hg 01298 

(any combination) 
I This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other use con- | | | 

sll1436951300 

  

stitutes fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER 
i PURCHASE. To the retailer: Chef America will reimburse you for the face 

value of this coupon plus 8¢ if submitted in compliance with the term of this 
offer. Valid only if redeemed by distributors of our merchandise or anyone 

specifically authorized by Chef America. Cash value 1/20¢. Mail to Chef 

America, CMS Department 43695, One Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. 33 3 
— a mm — 

www.revolution-¢ 

0 TOUR 

Nil Lara 

e.com 

featurin 
a 5 (0) 7 Li I To Know,” 
and “Baby” 

Produced by Susan Rogers and Nil Lara 
email: NilLara@AOL.com 
www.nefrunner.net/~mattljt 
hollywoodandyvine.com 
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Appearing at 9:30 Club Sun 4/6 

~ CD's available at Tower Records 

just six weeks. 
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before or after your summer classes. 

{’¥ Smaller class sizes. 

1 Classes that are not canceled because of low enrollment. 

$¢ Compressed study time. Complete 4 or 8 quarter units in 

recreation facilities. 

{¢ Language intensives allowing completion of a full year’s study 

in a compressed period of time. 

Registration fee (covers all three sessions): $260. 
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‘Pipe Shop’ Leaves Fond Memories 
By AvisoN HEATH 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

“You gottocome home,” opens “Leav- 
ing Pipe Shop: Memories of Kin” by 
Deborah McDowell. The vivid and be- 
lievable story, framed as a series of flash- 
backs, follows the experiences ofa black 
woman growing up in the small town of 
Pipe Shop, Alabama, in the 1960s. 

“Leaving Pipe Shop” is semi-autobio- 
graphical. McDowell purloins incidents 
and bits and pieces of personalities from 
her childhood to create characters and a 
story that is not quite fiction. The open- 
ing line, said by McDowell’s aunt Me- 
morial Day weekend of 1994, started the 
whole process of the memoir’s creation. 

After escaping the dingy town where 
all the men were employed by the Steel 
company years before, McDowell was 
understandably reluctant to return home 
at her aunt’s summons. 

But her aunt would not give up on the 
prospect of obtaining restitution for the 
possible asbestos poisoning of 
McDowell’s deceased father and even- 
tually McDowell gave in. 

© After returning home and encounter- 
ing people from her previous life, 
McDowell is driven back in time to her 
childhood and all the attached memo- 
ries, which range from the hilarious to 

the poignant. 
McDowell lovingly describes the fam- 

ily home, which was built to accommo- 
date four, but “stretched to fit eight.” It is 

not described in terms of the building, 
which we are led to believe is fairly 

rr —  ——— 

Stay cool! 
Be a UCLA Bruin this summer! 

UCLA Summer Sessions offers: 

modest, but in terms of what occurred 
there. 

“In addition [to the eight permanent 
occupants], a revolving band of aunts, 
uncles, cousins and other distant kin 
came for visits, short and long, through- 
out the year.” Her references to various 
family members and their exploits with 
her or away from her make up a large 
portion of the book, evidencing the im- 
portance of family in her early life and 
into adulthood. 

She recalls how one great aunt would 
spend afternoons on the family sofa nap- | 
ping or watching soap operas at top 
volume. She fondly remembers fighting 
with her two brothers and various cous- 
ins until her mother attempted to silence 
them with unconvincing severity. 

McDowell remembers other family 
members taking an interest in her as 
she got older. Her grandmother, whom 
she refers to as Mother, had managed 
to become the nurse of a wealthy white 
family living in the suburbs away from 
the smoke and grime of the steel fac- 
tory. 

““If you ever hope to amount to any- 
thing, you have to break of Pipe Shop.’ 
That’s what Mother always said.” And 
McDowell succeeds remarkably. 

After her coming out party in the com- 
munity gym, discovering that her best 
friend had begun taking birth control 
pills and graduating from high school, 
McDowell arrived at college and 
promptly got pregnant. 

Life deteriorates from there. After get- 
ting an illegal abortion and surviving the 

resulting complications, McDowell’s 
grandmother has a stroke. She never 
quite recovers and her eventual death 
takes a toll on McDowell’s father, who 
dies shortly after. The following years 
were filled with the deaths of those who 
died too young. 

For all her hardships, McDowell man- - 
ages to finish college and graduate school. 

She has also managed to write a book 
that deals with all the pertinent details of 
growing up black in the South without 
resorting to melodramatic scenes or hack- 
neyed images. 

Race tensions are present in the bitter- 
ness expressed by McDowell’s mother 
and grandmother over their positions in 
the oppressively white society. They are 
present in the frequent hints that 
McDowell’s father was not promoted to 
a higher position and never made more 
than $5 an hour because he was black. 

Descriptions of the segregated 
schools McDowell attended do not 
focus on the segregation aspect, only 
the anecdotes that come out of attend- 
ing any school. The six-year-old 
McDowell would not have made those 
connections. She was far more con- 
cerned that she seemed to be less coor- 
dinated than the other members of her 
class. 

“Leaving Pipe Shop” is not the rantings 
of a woman angry at the people and 
circumstances which formed her. Al- 
though rage sometimes surfaces, it is not 
related to inequities she has suffered, 
just the normal problems we all face at 

  

  

{'# Easy registration. No need to send any records or transcripts. 

Just complete a one-page form that can be mailed or faxed. 
  

{¢ More than 500 courses, including lower division, 

upper division and graduate level study. 
Call or stop by for a free catalog. 

UCLA Summer Sessions   

{.# Three convenient 6-week sessions and special 8-and 1o-week 

sessions, designed to give you plenty of time for vacation fun 
Monday-Friday, 9 am—s pm 

1147 Murphy Hall 

  

  

  

{# Full laboratory courses in Physics, Biology and Chemistry. 
  

Session B: July 14-August 22 
  

{'¢# On-campus parking, housing and the use of all campus 

  

  

    

  

Course fee: $90 per unit for most courses. Some are higher. 

Phone: (310) 794-8333 Ni Tp. Pim 

Fax: (310) 794-8160 

E-mail: summer@ucla.edu 

WWW: http://www.saonet.ucla.edu/summer 

Session A: June 23-August 1 

Session C: August 4-September 12 

UCLA 
SUMMER SESSIONS 

  

  

Live in 

This Summer 
NYU Summer Housing 
May 18—August 9, 1997 

  

-Living in an NYU residence hall offers a 

safe and convenient home base while you 

are working, taking classes, or doing 

an internship. 

¢ Minutes from New York’s business 

and cultural centers. 

 Apartment-style and traditional 

residences; single and double occupancy. 

e Outstanding sports-recreation facility. 

s Over 1,000 day and evening courses. 

* Apply early to secure a space. 

For more information, call toll free 

1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 918 

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution. 

New York City 

  
  

one time or another. 
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Cafe Babalu 

Hostess: part-time evening, 

$8.00 per hour, apply in | 
person after 4 pm 

Server: part-time evening, | 
apply in person after 4 pm | 

3235 M Street 
(202) 965-5353       

Getting a little 

WORRIED 
about finding a job? 

Your Job Search 
Begins Here... 

  

    
    
  
   

      
    

Unadvertised Jobs!!! 

Call NAJEX 24 hrs 

FREE INFORMATION 

North American Job Exchange 

1-800-962-5392 
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‘Inventing the Abbots’ Invents a Good Film 
By Bossy DeLoNIS 
AND JEFF JAYNES 
Hoya Starr WRITERS 

Here’s a vivid mental im- 
age for you: Mix any scene 
from “Rebel Without a 

Cause” with a scene from “Sabrina” 
and then toss in the general mood of 
“Romeo and Juliet.” Got it? OK, now 
insert Liv Tyler, Jennifer Connelly, 
Kathy Baker (of “Picket Fences” fame) 

and a couple of James Dean substi- 
tutes. Shake well, and you have “In- 

venting the Abbots,” the excellent new 
movie from the folks who brought you 
“Apollo 13” and “Backdraft.” 

“Inventing the Abbots” revolves 
around the classic story of love be- 
tween two kids on different sides of the 
tracks. The film is set during the 1950s 
in the small industrial town of Haley. 
111., and follows the relations between 
two families: the influential, 
Rockefeller-esque Abbotts and the not- 
so-wealthy Holts. The Holt family con- 
sists of Helen Holt, a widowed single 
mother played by Kathy Baker and her 
sons, Jacey (Billy Crudup) and Doug 
(Joaquin Phoenix). The Abbott family 
consists of Lloyd and Joan Abbott (Will 

Patton and Barbara Williams, respec- 
tively) and their daughters, Alice 
(Joanna Going), Eleanor (Jennifer 
Connelly) and Pam (Liv Tyler). 

The plot focuses on the Abbott sis- 

  

ters and the Holt brothers. The movie, 
narrated by Doug, is a study of rela- 
tionships, and deals with every kind 
imaginable. There is Doug’s interest- 
ing relationship with his older brother 
Jacey, Doug and Jacey’s ties with their 
mother and their relationships with 
Alice, Eleanor and Pam Abbott. On the 
Abbott side there is a web of compli- 
cated relationships between the sis- 
ters, their father and Jacey and Doug 
Holt. Add to this mix the slow revela- 
tion of the secret past that connects the 
two families and the resultis a plot that 
continues to move unpredictably until 
the final credits. 

The wide diversity of characters adds 
to the sophistication of the plot. Though 
frequently grouped together. the Abbott 
girls are very different from one an- 
other. As Pam says at one point, “Alice 
is the good one, Eleanor is the bad one 
and I’m the one who gets off the hook.” 
The Holt brothers are also dissimilar; 
Doug describes them as strangers re- 
lated by blood alone. Jacey is con- 
cerned with status, appearance and 
wealth — all three make him crave 
association with the Abbotts. Doug, 
on the other hand, could care less about 
family name or status. He is more laid- 
back, much like Pam Abbott. 

The viewer is introduced to Haley 
with the opening of a tent for one of the 
famous Abbott parties, a ceremony re- 
peatedoftenfor birthdays, graduations, 

COME TO OUR OPEN 
HOUSE & APARTMENT 

SHOWINGS 
GET YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING 

FOR THE 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR NOW! 

CALL 
STUDENT HOUSING 
ASSOCIATION, LTD. 

(202) 944-3003   
(reat 

engagements and so on. The socialites 
of the town are always found there and 
the Abbott girls are always the center 
of attention. This particular party is an 
engagement party for Alice, a celebra- 
tion for an event which Doug ironically 
calls “the most celebrated shotgun wed- 
ding ever known.” From this scene the 
camera moves to the Holt home, where 
Doug and Jacey are preparing for the 
party. Doug paints fake sideburns on 
his face in an attempt to be stylish, 
much to the chagrin of Jacey, who is 
looking to fit in as well as possible in 
the seemingly clean-cut Abbott world. 
This epitomizes the aforementioned 
conflict between Jacey and Doug. This 
conflict continues through the film. 
Helen; their iibermother, steps in to 
cool down the situation, but the an- 
tagonism remains. 

As the story progresses, Jacey even- 
tually succeeds in his goal of associat- 
ing with the Abbotts, specifically 
Eleanor Abbott. The repercussions of 
his relationship with her also affect 
Doug’s ongoing friendship with Pam 
and exacerbates the tension between 
the Holts and the Abbotts, a tension 

whose roots are cloaked in slowly un- 
raveling secrecy. Jacey’s attempt to 
break free from the closed society of 

Haley leads him to get to know Eleanor 
in the Biblical sense and eventually 
escape to the University of Pennsylva- 
nia. He returns for vacations, however, 

and the resulting fireworks add yet 
more twists to the plot. : 

“Inventing the Abbotts” provides an 
excellent mixture of classic 50s and 
’60s movie material that reveals the 
reality of the times. The most strik- 
ingly realistic parts of the film deal 
with the sexual ethics of the age. Two 
such ethics are presented, and they are 
diametric opposites of each other. On 
the one hand, you have the typical 50s 
semi-repressed ethic, as exemplified 
by the relationship of Doug and Pam. 
This is the Ozzie and Harriet, “Leave It 
to Beaver” type relationship;it is inno- 
cent, delicate and safe. 

On the other hand, you have Jacey’s 
relationship with Eleanor. This rela- 
tionship is extremely physical, openly 
sexual and rebellious. Pat O’Connor’s 
directing emphasizes this dichotomy: 

see ABBOTT, p. 7G 

  

TUFTS   

FLETCHER: The 
Global Perspective 

THE FLETCHER SUMMER SCHOOL offers full-credit 

graduate courses in international law, business, 

economics, diplomacy, and politics in both an 

eight-week and an intensive four-week session, 

May 27-]July 23. Call, write, or email us to find out 

about reaching your full potential. 

tel (617) 627-3700 ext. 5679; fax (617) 627-3712; 

email IPaddock@Infonet. Tufts.edu 

The Fletcher School of Law and 
Diplomacy 

Medford, Massachusetts 02155 

SUMMER SESSION 
May 27-July 23   

  

Weekend Escapes 
for as low as $109 

from MasterCard and United Airlines! 

Take OFF For The Weekend With United Airlines 
And Return The Following Monday Or Tuesday 

To Get Substantial Savings When 

  

rCard® Card. 

  

Use Your MasterCard® Card 
For Great Savings On United Airlines. 

To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522 
or your travel professional. 

Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027. 

  

  

Promo Code: AV0027 
Ticket Designator: AV0027 
Travel Complete: June 6, 1997     
  

  

Agency Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMA/AVO027 for detailed information 

  

Roundtrip Rates nstuctons: Sz 
Within Zone A or B $129 roundtrip 1, Treat as Type ‘A Discount Certificate 

Between Zone A & Zone B $189 roundtrip 

Between Zone A & Zone C $269 roundtrip -Use Ticket Designator: AV0027 

Between Zone B & Zone C $189 roundtrip 

Within Zone C $109 roundtrip 

Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.     

-Use Fare Basis Code: VE14NSTU 
VE14NSTD (zones A-C) 

-Endorsement Box: VALID UA ONLY/Non-Ref/No [tin Changes 
2. Refer to ARC Industry Agents’ Handbook, section 6.0 for details. 
3. Failure to comply with promotion guidelines could result in debit memo. 

UAL ATO/CTO Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMO/AV0027   
  

To enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares - plus eam Mileage 
Plus® credit on your trip - just call your travel professional or 
United to reserve your flight and redeem your certificate. 
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase 
an E-Tickets between Feb 1, 1997 and May 15, 1997 for travel 
between Feb 15, 1997 and June 6, 1997. Outbound travel 
good on flights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on 
flights returning the Monday following departure (An exception for 
travel between zones A-C, Return travel may also be on the 
Tuesday following departure) 

Zone Definitions: . 
Zone A-AL, AR, CT, OC, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, KY, LA MA, MD, 
ME, MI, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, 
VIM, WW 
Zone B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK; SD, TX, UT, WY 
Zone C- AZ, CA, NV, OR, WA 
Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
Promo Code: AVO027 
Valid Carrier: United Airlines/Shuttle by United/United Express. 
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 
contiguous United States (IL/CO/AK/HI excluded). All travel must 
be via the routes of UA in which UA publishes Economy Class 
fares. One way travel/stopovers/circle trip/open segments/waitlist- 
ing/standby are not permitted. Open jaw permitted. (IL and CO 
excluded as origin/destination; however, connections through 
CHI/DEN are permitted.) 

Valid Ticket Dates: Feb 1 through May 15,1997. 
Valid Travel Dates: Feb 15 through Jun 6, 1997. Al travel 
must be complete by Jun 6, 1997. 
Blackout Dates: 1997: Mar 22, 29. Apr 5,12. Outbound travel 
must be on flights departing on Saturday, with return travel on 
flights the Monday following departure, or the Tuesday following 
departure if the passenger is traveling between zones A-C. 
Class of Service: V class. (Seats are capacity controlled and 
must be available in the required booking inventory at the time 
reservations are confirmed 
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hrs of making reservations, at 
least 14 days prior to departure. 
Min/Max Stay: Saturday-night stay minimum. RETURN TRAV- 
EL MUST BE THE IMMEDIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPAR- 
TURE; AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN ZONES A-C, 
RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOW- 
ING DEPARTURE. 
Mileage Plus Accrual: Discounted travel is eligible for Mileage 
Plus credit. 
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service). 
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges includ- 
ing Passenger Facility Charges (up to $12) are the responsibility 
of the passenger and must be paid at time of ticketing. 
Cert Restrictions: Certificate is required for discount and must 
be presented af ime of ticketing. Accept original certificate only. 
Non-extendible, non-combinable with other air travel certificates 
or discount fare offers (Mileage Plus awards/SilverWings 
awards/convention/group/tour/senior citizen/student/child/ravel 
package/travel industry discount/ military/government/joint/ 

  

  

interline/wholesale/bulk), not replaceable if lost or stolen. No cash 
value; may not be sold or bartered. Protection for flight irregulari- 
ties will be on United/United Express/Shuttle by United flights 
only. Discount applies to new purchases only and will not be 
honored retroactively or in connection with the exchange of any 
wholly or partially unused ticket. One ticket per certificate 
redeemed. Void if altered or duplicated. 
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Non-transferable after 
ticketing. Change in origin or destination is not permitted. Tickets 
MAY BE revalidated for a $50 per ticket fee. 

MasterCard. 

  

&/ UNITED AIRLINES 

©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated  § 
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Announcing the AT&T 

“Ultimate Road Trip” 

: Sweepstakes. 

Going abroad this 

school year? AT&T 

would like to help 

pay your way. 

10 Grand Prize Winners 

— Round-Trip Air 

Transportation from the 

U.S. to the country where 

you’ll be studying. 

Plus thousands of chances 

to win high-quality currency 

converters (hey, you may find 

it more valuable than the 

air transportation). 

    

To enter, call 

1 800 257-5424 ext. 300 
Or you can enter on-line at 

http;//www.att.com/student_ abroad 

Do it today. 

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends 5/1/97. 
Open to residents of the U.S., 18 years or older, enrolled at a U.S. 
college or university during the '97-'98 school year and traveling 
internationally for 14 days or more. See your Study Abroad Counselor or 
http: //www.att.com/student_abroad for official rules and details. 

© 1997 AT&T   
  

  

©1997 Boston Chicken, Inc.   
Adams Morgan 

1801 _olumbia Rd., NW 

Chevy Chase 
5600 Connecticut Ave., NW 

DuPont Circle 
1635 Connecticut Ave., NW 

at 

BOSTON MARKET™ 

Just show your valid Georgetown University 
student ID card and receive one free 

additional side item with the purchase of any 
Boston Carver™ Combo or Individual Meal 

Offer valid at any of the 6 Wash., DC 
Boston Market locations: 

Georgetown 
3131 M Street, NW 

Glover Park 
2446-48 Wisconsin Ave., NW 

Van Ness 
4455 Connecticut Ave., NW 

Present ID when ordering. Only one free side item with each ID presented. Applicable 
taxes paid by bearer. 
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VIEWS 
chorus, it is no wonder this song is the the addition of some very tripped-outgui- Throw in a couple guys (Al and Jordan) ; Ty pp: g A f 
first single from the album. tar riffs lend the whole thing the sound of and give them some drums to play with. 

Matchbox 20 offerslittleof originality rock music being played in slow motion. Finish it off with a bassist named Dorian 
3 on its debut album. However, the band is Inexplicably, track nine, “You Know to give it that funky feel, and there you , < Dicanty ; 

not bad at all at what it does: playing Who You Are,” steals the riff from “Mr. have it: Powerman 5000. 
melodic pop-rock songs. If your Hootie = Bojangles,” and makesit work. A sleepy, Powerman 5000 is a new band out of 
CD is collecting dust, look into “Your- spacey song complete with slightly self- Boston that has won many awards and | pacey song comp ghtly 
self or Someone Like You.” serious vocals and fuzzy guitar work, it’s ~~ fans over the last couple years. The band 

— Daniel Woolpert rightontheborder ofobnoxious,butman- just released a full-length album, “Mega 
ages not to cross. “Magic Lantern,” track Kung Fu Radio,” on Dreamworks 

£ : ’ 10, includes both piano and strings with- Records. Powerman 5000s earlier al- 
Wicker Park out being a total headache. It might be bum, “The Blood Splat Rating System,” 

. S kl aboutheroin—it’simpossibletotell from which was released on Conscience 
oe par er the lyrics. “Magic Lantern” could be a Records in 1995.“Blood Splat” won the 

vague metaphor forany number ofthings, band Best Metal Album, Best Rap Al- 
Sparkler’s major-label debut, “Wicker and one gets the impression that the band ~~ bum and Best Album of the Year in the 

Park,” will probably end up tossed into Was on heroin while recording it; it’s Boston Phoenix 1995 Readers Poll. 
the ever-broadening “alternative” cat- laidback to the point of falling over. Powerman 5000’s music is miles be- 
egory. But as usual, whoever comes up Until track 11, it seems Sparklerwould yond the fusion of styles found in Rage 

: a i £5 : with these [abels is wrong. betruly cool ifthey’d play something fast ~~ Against the Machine and 311, combin- 
ie Widespread Panic’s ‘Bombs and Butterflies’ is an album full of melodic, if unpolished, soft rock. aig, ons of the most and loud. The song, “Another Star,” is ing alternative, funk, hip hop and metal 

' straightforward rock albums released in justridiculous. Rick Parker’s guitarstyle all into oneattractive package. Whatever 
} . : i Spider might have felt from his ‘ watering atthe mouth. Things slowdown ~~ ¢ years. None of the usual alternative iS perfectly adapted to slow, dreamy, pressure Sp t 1 

Bom bs & witha dik in “Cradle.” ie the day and You rse If or clichés — no pretentiously screwed up melancholy songs about being unhappy ~ brother’s success in White Zombie, 

B t t Fl = y age where G-major rock ballads infect 3 lyrics, no weird photographs in the liner 10 love, and it doesn’t translate well at all Pern S00e is ome = the most 

utte ies the airwaves, an intelligent, well-done Someone Like notes. The members presents themselves to an uptempo almost-grunge attempt.  reiresing and original sounds to come 
. ballad is truly a prized commodity. The asthey are: amellow bar band from L.A. The band reverts to its strength on track out of this genre of music in a long time. 

39 Wi d es P rea d members of Widespread Panic are fortu- You ? There’snothingreally original aboutthem 12, “Grand Arrival.” easy-going, gentle Spider is responsible for tlie lyrics to 
. nate enough to have the skills and integ- except for their normalcy. If you can’t  Pop-rock, although os mes life: 9) ofihy SnNgs and only tvs Mallar 

Panic rity to pull it off. By the time the some- Nl@tChboXx 20 stand a band without some kind of inno-  Strings-heavy. Like “Hey 17,” “Grand these songsareabout nothing and every- 
a y rae NIALLIIMWA al : , Arrival” could be a Tom Pett but thing. I don’t write about when my girl- 

If Id imagine th ical what funky “Greta” finishes off the al- vative hook, you’ll hate these guys. AlTiva. could bea 1.0 Y song, oy ing » : my g you could imagine the musica bum, you begin to appreciate how tal- Track one, “Hey Long Hair,” is the in this case, a good one. friend left me.” For Spider, writing mu- 

prowess of Rush, the musical vein of ented these gays really are Oh my. It appears we have a hybrid hardest song on the album: a laidback, This is one of those bands that doesn’t ~~ sic is the closest he feels to becoming 

REN. So De down homs The members of Widespread Panic 1100ti¢ & and the Blowfish/ Counting catchy pop song with slow but heavy ~havemuchrangeintermsofsongwriting, supernatural. He explains that “Being in 
36 qua ie ora ane i € 4 e Feat, then approach each niche of their eclectic Crows/ Blues Traveler pot-luck of me- guitar 4 la Weezer. It’s pleasant but and has two speeds: slow and slower. aband is as close as I could get to being 

you have a good idea of what Wide- brand of rock: with ‘a sort of “masisal lodic pop-rock in Matchbox 20. Thething misleading; You expect the rest of the Ultimately, though, Sparkler isadecent an actual superhero, and so the songs 
spread Panic sounds like. Despite the intelligence” that only comes from count- that makes you want to hate to love this album to be as hard and faster. That hiche band. “Wicker Park” is a perfect are correspondingly all about suicidal 

fey of both the sand and the pau, loss hours of cultivating otherwise Taw band is that the members are quite good intensity and speed never materialize. CD to have around for those days when superheroes, circus freaks, shark attacks, 
y hd Be Toce of Se te ne > talent. A momentmustbetaken here for 2 what they do. The 12 songs that com- “I’ll Keep You Warm,” is just as slow you're nursing a bad mood, or when kung-fu maniacs and more. 
in In c na Sens on en 8S  theworkoflead guitarist Michael Houser. prise Yourself or Someone Like You as “Hey Long Hair,” and has even more You've just broken up and you want A lot of the influence for these songs 

E ie lon ; esix pen So i Aside fom the aforementioned tone. Tre are accessible, standard pop-rock ditties. pop—we’retalking stringsandanacous- Some appropriately unhappy, wistful came from his early days working ata 

1 ea oe al . on y e Ton ne TOIES has the rare ability to actually compli- However, Matchbox 20 adds an ticgyitar. It’strite,andeven Rick Parker, Musical accompaniment. circus. “Therewerealot of freaks working 
59 0 Singer gui ais y oo Lg ans) i] ment the song with a guitar solo. Every unquantifiableelement ofhonesty to their the lead singer, seems to know it. His — Matt North those things, soit stuck with me forever. 

2h } iis at add to thelr sound. hoor pleasure. songs that makes them surprisingly good vocals, uninspired to begin with, are The song Public Menace, Freak Human 
YA a keyboardist and percussionist as “Bombs & Butterflies” is a great despite the limited spectrum of music particularly lame here. It’s as if he seri- ‘M e g a Ku n g Fu Fly is specifically about this. Powerman 

a dio Child” starts the alb «ha Collection of 10 songs by a band that covered on thealbum. Thelinernotesdo ously doesn’t care. S00 new slum ¢ fall of great tracks, _ “Radio Child” starts the album with a really knows how to play. If you’re look- not reveal who plays what among the The third track, “Discover,” is slightly R di y thebestones being Neckbone” and “Even 
riff that, while it includes some country ih or fan album of dighily soft, yet five members of Matchbox 20, butit’sall quicker and infectiously catchy. Even adlo Superman Shot Himself.” 

influences, remains eclectic enough to multi-faceted rock, then buying this al here: acoustic and electric guitars, bass, though the lyrics are inane (again), you'll P 5 0 0 0 The band played a great although short 
30 be palatable to rock fans. Aunt Avis bith is a no. brainer drums, Vedder-influenced vocals anda be singing them under your breath for owerman setopening for Danzig a few months ago 

follows with a lead guitar line that has a Daniel Woolpert bit of keyboards to add texture. days. The fourth and fifth tracks are the at the Capitol Ballroom and will head- 
such a sweet tone you can’t keep from “Real World” is the first track on this [ow point of “Wicker Park.” They re not How does one go about winningboth line at the Bayou this Thursday. Anyone 

album, and the band members show breathtakingly awfulinany obviousway, the best rap and metal album in the same looking for something new, and inter 
their mastery of the Hootie formula for  butthey cross that very fine line between year? Start with Rob Zombie's brother, ested in the combination of different styles 

SCHOOL FOR SUMMER & CONTINUING EDUCATION success. Acoustic and clectric guitars “slow music and “bland and boring” Spider. Havehimsing Takeaguynamed ~ 1PoPUIar musicshould definitely check 
blend nicely in alaidback rhythm forthe music. On top of that, the lyrics for Adam 12 and put him to work on guitar. is and out ipl, 

30 verse, while a pleasant lead-guitar riff “What are You Waiting For” are new- — Charlie Prince 
adds to the soaring vocal harmonies of  agey carpe-diem garbage, and the lyrics 

thechorus.”Back 2 Good” getsbadkarma in “For You” include several choruses of 
points for the corny “2” in the title, but “sha lala lala la.” 
makes up for it in the melodic guitar riff “Don’t Despair,” is spare and low-key 

tbat revolves around a shifting bass line. without being at all soporific. It has a 

nie is the ballad or alle Rs Stones-esque (think “Sweet Virginia”) 
5B J despite. its potential for falling into the  |azy elegance — a sense the song is so 
$8 depths GF CHEESE HEN, Stands up quite perfectly mellow it could fall apart at any 

is sccebiin i a well on the integrity scale. second. 
pting applications to the The definite hit on *“Y ourself or Some- After “Don’t Despair,” “Hey 17” is a 

I EGA | A SSIS | AN | one Like You™ though, is the fourth jeiqown. It’s notterrible, butit falls short 
fra ‘Push. Dope Is her dish of Stones-mellow and ends up sounding 
ing lyrics — 1 wanna push you around, ike abad Tom Petty song. Next, “Motor- 

0 CERTI FI CATE PROGRAM [ wb, ] a push you down, 3h) cycle,” seems to be an attempt to really 
: will...” — the song structure couldn’tbe ~~ « > : : 

Summer Intensive Program better. A lonel in electric guitar jock, hot 3 Prainly sounds dies 
r. Y ng g The song is odd enough to start with, but 

May 21 - August 21, 1997 compliments the vocal line perfectly, and 

Georgetown University’s Legal Assistant Program will be when fie entire Vivid Gleks in for the Nad 
offering a summer paralegal institute. This intensive = : | VISIT US AT: 
fourteen-week full-time day program will allow qualified > You can ; : 

JC individuals with Bachlors’ degrees to receive an American Bar Pre want. love your baby www. 
Association-approved certificate upon successful completion of and yourself by giving it life, hope, and access. 
10 courses and a two-week full-time internship. ioy. We are a childless couple longing to digex. Joy : p ging t/ 

Individual courses are also offered during the evening and become loving parents through private Re 
individual elective courses are offered during the day. adopt ion. Toge ther we can turn eac ~spartan/ 

oo : : other's sorrow into joy, and share baby. html 
ye The application deadline for the Summer 1997 program is May ideas for your and your baby' Ss Or call Ui dens COLTER DoE ORES 

™ 1, 1997. Space is limited: Early application is encouraged. bright future. ; To Talk. No : 4 Fei . 
Cbligation. Your Rob Zombie's brother, Spider, of Powerman 5000, continues in his musical 

SE Ee Sr ER ER EO AR RR EE i SB a a feis ict! eee 

For further information and an application, mail this coupon to: | Re bi a y fradition. 

Georgetown University 

Legal Assistant Program or call: 
SSCE - 306 202-687-6969 

- Box 571007 or fax: 

30 Washington; DC 20057 202-687-8954 

Name 

x BOSTON UNI 
Address Lo N VERSITY WHY DO NCPT 

® GRADUATES GET 

90 Pet THE BEST JOBS? 
Georgetown University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action institution in employment and admissions. 

OUR PROGRAM IS APPROVED 
BY THE AMERICAN BAR 

~ ASSOCIATION. 1500 TOP 
NATIONAL LAW FIRMS, 
CORPORATIONS AND GOVERN- 

0 B TOW MENT AGENCIES EMPLOY OUR , 
Get a jump on the GRADUATES AND WE OFFER 21 

® . YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN 
ni V ers 1t Fall semester or PARALEGAL TRAINING. Now 

2 x REGISTERING FOR 1997 
simply take a class for CLASSES. 

k S S . personal enrichment. z 
ed Le * EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE 

ummer Session Boston University Summer  BINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
; THOSE WHO QUALIFY AND 

June 9-July 25,1997 Tom gives You 2 iow SCHOLARSHIPS 
perspective of the world ¢ ASSOCIATE DEGREE OR 

. = around you. EQUIVALENT REQUIRED 

ot e An archaelogical dig in CALL TODAY! 

Alaska Summer Session I: May 20-June 28 (800) 275-7842 

* Creative Writing in Ireland Summer Session II: July 1-August 9 (404) 266-1060 

and on campus Registration begins April 23 NL pus pias Bins Ap THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING 
T 8 Many more exciting courses Coli foro capse catalog 3414 PEACHTREE ROAD, N.E., SUITE 528, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30326 

617/353-6000 BOSTON Come find out who we are on April 5th 
Office of Summer Studies heb cdo/somprreny | ASANIRMSRSINY at 11:00am at the Courtyard by Marriott, 

Box T-27 « Brown Uni i i i 
Providence, Rhode ey ut 755 Commonwealth Aventtie * Boston, MA 02215 2700 Eisenhower Ave., Alexandria, VA 

(401) 863-7900 + FAX (401) 863-7908 An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution 703-329-2323 

9° E-mail: Summer_Studies@Brown.edu 
URL:http:/ /www.brown.edu/ 

Administration/Summer_Studies/ 

J     
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Title Stars Plot Summary Grade show Times 

Michael Caine, Stephen Dorff, This thriller about Alex (Nicholson), a wine merchant, and : ; 

Blood and Jack Nicholson, Bob Rafelson Victor (Caine), a safe-cracker, shows them teaming up to steal C A 5 Hn 9:50; Sasin a od 
Wine a million-dollar necklace. The plot thickens when Alex's wife The Devil's Own—Fri:  150,430.7-10,950) TheDevfsOWn—Fri-Sun 

mistakenly takes the necklace to Key Largo. 12:30, 2:45, 5:10,7:45,  PrisoneroftheMoun-  1:40,4:20,7:40, 10:40; 

Dangerous Ice Cube, Elizabeth Hurley, Ice Cube plays a South-African civil rights leader who Joa: SoS 100g, pha Sn las 

Ving Rhames returns to his native country after a decade in exile to save his 10:20; Mon Thus 30800, 715.0: 45) hits ble Tea Sins 

Ground brother from a drug lord (Ving Rhames). This movie’s social 10:15 "" SecretsandLies—Mon- 2:00, 5:00, 7:50, 10:15; 
commentary is lost in its poor script and production. DonnieBrasco—Fri:8:00, Fri: 5:00,8:00;(Sat-Sun: ~~ (Mon-Thu:2:00,5:00,7:50, 

: He : 3 10:45;(Sat-Sun: 10:30,8:00, 2:00,5:00,8:00! : 
Donnie Johnny Depp, Al Pacino In a Mafia movie chronicling the lives of mob footsoldiers, oe on Th 7:30,1000 ; ) Fri:d3S es Jungle—T15 i 

La this film has familiar actors casted for the Mafia roles but lacks TheEnglishPatient—Fri- ~~ 7:05,9:35:(Sat-Sun:2:05. 415.710 Ho : 

Brasco in action. Pacino, an aging hitman, unknowingly teaches the Sun: 12304:00,730;Mon- ~~ 4:35,7:05.9:35) Liar Liar—Fri-Sun: 1:00, - 

Thu:4:30,7:30) x 

Dennis Rodman, Mickey Rourke, 

Jean-Claude Van Damme 
Double Team 

Monica Bell, Malindi Fickle, Ellen 

McLaughlin, Gabriella Messina, 
Everything 

ways of the mafia to Depp, an undercover FBI agent. 

As another typical Van Damme action flick, Van Damme 
proves again that he is not much of either an actor or action 
expert. Rodman makes his acting debut by teaming up with 
Van Damme but repeatedly makes stupid basketball puns. 

Writer/director Sharon Pollack creates a story focusing 
primarily on seven women, six of whom are lesbians. This 
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Inventingthe Abbotts— 
Fri: 1:15,4:30,7:15,10:00; 
(Sat-Sun: 10:30, 1:15,4:30, 
7:15,10:00);Mon-Thu: 5:20, 
7:50,10:15 3 
LiarLiar—Fri: 12:45,3:00, 
5:00,7:15,9:45; (Sat-Sun: 
10:20,12:45,3:00,5:00,7:15, 

JASTHEATER 
1660Connecticut 

Donnie Brasco—4:20, 
40 

Selena—Mon-Fri: 7:00; 
(Sat-Sun:4:20,9:40) 
WhenWeWere 
Mon-Fri: 3:45,5:15,5:45, 

3:05,5:20,7:45,10:10; 
(Mon-Thu: 1:20,4:40,7:20, 
9:40) 
LoveJones—Fri-Sun: 1:10, 
7:20,10:30; (Mon-Thu: 1:10, 
7:20,10:10 
Ss :30, 
4:30,7:30,10:20 

Rosewood—9:50 
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# ; 5 : e oy » oo, 
eo Relative Olivia Negron, Stacey Nelda, | Somedyldgane proses the jSutios oF these Phe college ® Mon Ti TASTES QUI rm 

Tn TT i i t eir desires and problems. 5, 21019, 1:49, 5115, 5140, OU, 7:00, 10:00; : 
® Carol Schneider, Andrea Weber. friends and how they discuss ther desiies ang p be Private Parts—Fri, Sun: ~~ 5:15,545,7:15.745.9:15,  1:00,4:00,7:00, 10:00) 
® Fools Rush In Matthew Perry, Salma Hayek Matthew Perry plays Alex, an uptight yuppie who moves to 10:45;(Sat: 10:15,10:45); ~~ 945) Selena—4:10 : ® a 

@ TN TT Las Vegas for business. He falls in love with and forms a family ® Mon-Thu: 10:50 The SixthMan—Fri-Sun: y 

° with the freewheeling Isabel (Salma Hayek). As his movie ® TheSaint—Fri:2:00,4:45, KEYTHEATER 12:50,3:15, 5:40, 8:10, ; 
® debut, this film does little to boost Perry’s career into film. ® 7:30,10:30;(Sat-Sun: 10:45, ~~ 13251/2 Wisconsin 10:50; (Mon-Thu: 1:40, 
® EE 3 : [ 2:004:45,7:30,1030;Mon- ~~ TheDaytrippers—Fri: ~~ 5:20,8:00,10:30) 
° Inventin th Joaquin Phoenix, Liv Tyler In a small town in Illinois during the 1950s, one of the richest ° Thu:5:15.7:45,1020 530,725,920, 1:15;Sat  ThatOkdFeeling—Fri-Sun: 

* families in town, the Abbotts, feud with a middle-class family, ® Selena—Fri-Sun: 1:45, 1:40,3:35,5:30,7:25,9:20,  1:50,5:30, 8:10, 10:45; 

° Abbots the Holts, because of the romantic attachments made between ® 5:15;(Mon-Thu:4:45) 11:15),Sun:1:40,3:35,5:30, (Mon-Thu: 1:50,5:30,8:10, 
the Abbott girls and the Holt boys. ® SlingBlade—Fri: 1:15, ~~ 7:259:20;(Mon-Thu:5:30, 1035) J () 

® 3 ; . 5:00,8:00,10:45;(Sat-Sun: 7:25,9:20) ! 
® | ost Highway Patricia Arquette, Balthazar Getty, David Lynch brings two stories together: One focuses on a ® 10:15,1:15,4:20,10:15); ~~ KamaSutra—Fri:4:50, UProam 

® Bill Pullman jazz saxophonist who murders his cheating wife and the other ® Mon-Thu:5:00,7:45,10:30 7:10,9:30,11:45,(Sat:12:10, ~~ 3426Connecticut 

® story looks at an auto mechanic who gets involved with the ® That Old Feeling—Fri: ~~ 2:30,7:10,9:30,11:45;Sun: ~~ RetumoftheJedi—1:00, 
® mistress of a gangster. ® 1:30,5:30,8:00,10:30;(Sat- 12:10,2:30,7:10,9:30;  4:00,7:00,10:00 
. : ® Sun:11:00,1:30,5:30,8:00, (Mon-Thu:4:50,7:10,9:30) 
® Return of the Carrie Fisher, Harrison Ford, As the finale to George Lucas’ Star Wars trilogy, more ® 1030;;Mon-Thw:5:00,7:15, ~~ Kolya—Mon-Fri:4:45, WesTEND 
. m= Mark Hamill digitally mastered images complete the sci-fi saga. From the ® 945 AProsienca pia finicky ® 5 : thi 18: 1Tic. best film of Sneal review: Grosse :45,7:00,9:15);Sun:4:15, i'sOwn—2:20, if o Jedi Shady Bwoks to the slimy Jabba, this remains the best film o ® Pointe Blank—Sat: 7:30 6:30,8:45 4:50,7:20,9:50 
® gy ; ® SpikeandMike'sSickand  JerryMaguire—Fri-Tue: 
® Slin Blade Lucas Black, Natalie Canerday, In his directorial debut, Thornton presents and performs in ® DurontCneva Twisted FestivalofAni-  4:20,7:00,9:40;(Wed-Thu: 

® John Ritter, Billy Bob Thornton, this drama about a middle-aged, poor Southern man who ® 135019¢h ; mation—Fri: 7:30,9:30,  4:20,9:40) 

® Dwight Yoakam returns to society after living in a mental hospital for 25 years. ® The English Patient—  11:30,(Sat3:30,5:30,7:30, ~ LiarLiar—2:00,3:50, s A ® 1:15,4:45,8:15 9:30,11:30);Sun:3:30,5:30, 5:40,7:30,9:30 
. ® VSN Le Ab) tine 7:30,9:30;(Mon-Thu: 7:30, PrivateParts—2:10 ® » 

3 OU,4.20, 205,57. 9:30) TheSaint—2:15,4:45, ¥ eo When We Were MuhammadAli,GeorgeForeman A documentary that took 22 years to make records the story A ® Shine—140400720940 Wal 5 715945 
® . of the 1974 Rumble in the Jungle mn Kinshasa, Zaire and ® SlingBlade—1:20. 4:10 5:45 11:25;(Sat: 1:40 5:15 

° Kings looks at issues of the time ranging from race relations to ® 7:00,9:50 C7 11:25); Sun: 1:40,5:15.  WiSCONSNAVENUE 
® entertainment. @® Smilla’sSenseofSnow—  (MonThu:5:40) TT 4000Wisconsin 
- ® 1:30,4:30,7:15,9:45 5 . TheDevil'sOwn—1:30, 

= : > ® ENLEY | HEATER 4:10,7:25,9:55 
3 FOREIGN GLC International Film Series Presents: GPB BREAKFAST CEREAL ® Four Trea SOW ous an NEES AGS ® 

5 ‘ i 055ThomasJefferson —2:20,4:40,7:20, :40,4:20,7:10,9:45 x) ® FILMS Like Water for Chocolate Presents: RATING SYSTEM: ® Brrr a op LarLirens 00 300.520, ne 
® Friday, April 4 at 7 p.m. Friday - Sunday itv P. ® Mon-Fri: 5:15,8:15;(Sat- ~~ DoubleTeam—2:10,4:30, ~~ 7:30,9:40 
eo | in McNair Auditorium in'New North ire A - Fruity Pebbles ° Sun:2:15,5:15,8:15) 7.10930 The Saint—Fri-Sun, Tue- 
e | FERTURED agy B - Pops ® Evta—Mon-Fii4:15,7:00, ~~ GrossePointeBlank— Wed: 1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30, 

. China Circle Presents: y C - Captain C h ® 9:45;(Sat-Sun: 1:30,4:15, ~~ Sat7:30 7:00, 7:30, 9:30, 10:00; 
® OMANI ! ; yer’ 103 - Captain Crunc ® 700945) TheSixthMan—Tue-Fri, (Mon, Thu:1:15,1:45 4:00, 

: Rumble in the Bronx i] [Da ns, } | meen SEER EERE 1 :55; (Sat-Sun: 2:25,4:55, :2:00,4:20,9: ing—1:50, | 
pe CAMPUS Friday, April 4 at 8 p.m. in ICC 107 7:30and 10 p.m. F - Grape Nuts ps 7:25,9:55) ii 5 4:40,7:20,9:50 gi 2 

® ® ; 
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 wreskEx*All times daily, unless otherwise noted ## kx 

Are you interested in pursuing a major or minor in Government? = |. e————— 3 old 
: : $l 

D ¢ ‘ fG XxX CTU AC ULTY ra STAFTF 

| p ye 

Tuesday, April 8, 1997 
| 5:00 - 6:30 p.m. 

Leavey Program Room 
@) 

Faculty will be on hand to explain requirements for both the major 
and minor and to give insight into government as a field of study. 

Also, anyone interested in the Government Honors Program should attend. 
; . arn . . 0) 

Revised program requirements and application procedures will be discussed. 

| Refreshments will be served. 
| For more information, call (202) 687-5958. 
| @) 2 
| *The above reflects a change in the originally : 
| scheduled date/time printed in The College. 
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~ E or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we Loans and more. & 

3 recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax- What else do SRAs offer? A valuable loan 

S deferred annuities designed to help build additional assets option, plus a full range of investment choices and 

: —money that can help make the difference between the financial expertise of TIAA-CREF — America’s @) 

3 living and living well after your working years are over. largest retirement organization. 

Tr ; $ Instant tax savings. The sooner you act, 

LEARN HOW TO ACE YOUR LSAT & 3 Contributions 0 your SRA are deducted from your the sooner relief begins. 
2 salary on a pretax basis, so you pay less in taxes now. And To find out more, stop by your benefits office or 

GMAT EXAMS FROM SOM EONE § since earnings on your SRAs are also tax deferred until give us a call at 1 800 842-2888. We'll show you how » 

WHO'S ALREADY MADE THE GRADE | || you receive them us reiement income, the money you SRAs can lower your axes os 
: don't send to Washington can work even harder for you. Do it today. It couldn't hurt. 

REVIEW CLASSES START MAY 3, 9AM—3:30FPM 3 

Not only does GW offer the convenience of a downtown ¢ Visituson the Insernet bt stisascreforg 
most thorough and effective location near Metro and The 3 A A 

GRE, GMAT, LSAT and easy scheduling that ) § e S E ine the fir 
MCAT preparation available, includes a series of } nsuring the future i ope 

we offer itin an academic Saturdays or condensed In n & for those who shape it. 
environment with instructors ~~ weekend study. niver ty S 

who hold advanced oy You'll find that GW rates WASHINGTON DC ° CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual i complete information, including charges and expenses, / 
degrees, and specialize in are competitive. So smarten call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 2/97. 

teaching test-passing skills up with us. Call or e-mail ee w 

and strategies. for more information or Center for Career Education 
All this comes with the to register today. oh) ¢ 

(202) 973-1175 x374 m cce@www.gwu.edu m http://www.gwu.edu/~cce   
GW is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution. ©1997 THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
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By EMMETT STINSON 
Hova Starr WRITER   

The power pop group 
Edison’s new album “Picture 

& Postcard” is yet another ex- 
ample of the enormous mass of over- 
produced alterna-rock the music in- 
dustry continues to churn out relent- 
lessly. This record is pure nostalgia; 
every riff, down beat, and base line 
seems like a failed attempt to copy the 

  

sounds of Jawbox’s early-"90s 
Dischord label days. However, even 

these references to early nineties indie 
rock are crafted in a slick overpro- 
duced fashion. The recording is simi- 
larly baffling, since it really lacks the 
solid low end so necessary for any 
louder band to really rock. 

Despite putting together a fairly bad 
album, the surprising thing is that 
Edison starts the album extremely well. 
The first song, “Bracing” is fastpaced 

Edison’s new album, ‘Picture Postcard’ is nothing more than tired alterno-rock. 

‘Picture Postcard’ a Carbon Copy 
Edison Offers Cardboard Cut-Out of Alterno-Rock on New Release 

and filled with hyperactive, super-fre- 
netic tension. The song in itself is 
nothing new, yet itadequately adheres 
to the formula of quiet tension build- 
ing verses and loud crashing choruses 
that made the alternative genre at first 
intriguing. The second song, “Release 
IsNothing,” is actually quite good. The 
song begins with a jerky, bouncing 
baseline and then is suddenly over- 
come by a smooth chorus filled with 
excellently rendered backing harmo- 

  

ll become a successful band: First, fire 

| asking for you/ Not asking you to/ My 

COURTESY OF REPRISE RECORDS 
      

nies and a catchy hook. 
The slower ballad “Song For You,” 

although catchy, sounds uncannily like 
the Stone Temple Pilots’ song “Lady 
  

  

‘Picture Postcard’ 

Edison 
  

  

Picture Show,” but the song is so simple 
it becomes quickly boring; and the 
pleading vocals of the chorus are ri- 
diculously clichéd and sound insin- 
cere. 

Edison needs to do two things to 

the singer immediately. His voice is 
pure velveeta to the point where he 
makes Gin Blossoms’ lead singer, 

Robin Wilson, sound innovative and 
manly. Secondly, Edison needs to stop 
trying to imitate the grunge sounds of 
four or five years ago and instead find 
its own voice. Maybe then one could 
forgive theband for lyrics like, “Not 

troubleain’t you” or writing songs like 
“If You See Me.” 

However, if Edison continues on 
its present path one would really have 
to wonder what the point of putting out 
any more records is. Don’t hold your 
breath expecting anything interesting 
from Edison in the near future.       

  

     

  

  

  

Chiranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits ' 
Up To $10,000 Within Days! (my 
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CREDITMAX, PO BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146 , 
Cg y 2 
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0 Name ' 
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: City State Zip : 
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Mo CrepiT, Mo JoB, No PARewT-Siener. No Security D=posit! | 
to credit - bad credit + no income? 

You Can Qualify To Receive 
Two Of The Most Widely Used 

Credit Cards In The World fo 
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YES! 
I want Credit Cards immediately. 100% QUARANTEEDI 

Page 7G 

‘Abbotts’ Invent A 

Classy Period Piece 
ABBOTTS, From p. 4G 

Pam and Doug throw stones and kiss 
in a hayloft while Jacey and Eleanor 
have sex on the garage couch. The 
contrast is remarkable, and it cuts 
through nostalgia to reveal the 
gradual social transitions that 
marked the 1950s. 

The movie, by virtue of its sexual 
undertones, also contains a good deal 
of passion. There is passion for life, 
friends and lovers. By the time the 
credits roll, there is both dialogue 
and action dealing with passion on 
all of these levels, and the emotional 
dimensions of the plot lend a sense 
of reality to the film. Once you enter 
into the world of the Abbotts and the 
Holts, you embark upon an emotional 
roller coaster that is as unpredict- 
able and moving as any in recent 
American film. 

“Inventing the Abbotts” is a well- 
orchestrated movie. O’ Connor pays 
careful attention to detail and the 
props, dress and styles of the era are 
consistently accurate. There are clas- 
sic scenes, like Doug’s tree-climb- 

ing escapade after leaving the 
Abbotts’ home one evening, and there 
are great new scenes as well, like 

Doug and Jacey painting a broken 
shed while their mother-and a neigh- 
bor recline with glasses of lemonade 
and oversee the project. 

The actors and actresses in the 
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      April 4th-13th 
“Your Passport to the World!”     

  
1997 

  

  
Come by International Student and Scholar Services, 306/307 ICC, for a 

complete schedule or call (202) 687-5867 for more information.     
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*DRAGON DANCE*EAT WITH RUSSIAN CLUB*TASTE OF MEXICO 

film also deserve to be commended. 
Liv Tyler plays her role convincingly 
despite her character’s lack of dia- 
logue. Phoenix and Crudup manage 
to nail the brotherly relationship right 
on the head. Their acting conveys the 
love-hate relationship at the core of 
every sibling rivalry with clarity and 
realism. Connelly and Going are, as 
another reviewer put it, “enthralling, 
to say the least.” But by far the best 
performance is by Kathy Baker. 
Baker’s Helen Holt is the ultimate 
understanding mother, and she man- 
ages to express caring, concern, hard- 
ship and joy despite being in rela- 
tively few scenes and giving only 
one monologue. Most importantly, 
Baker believably plays a single mom 
in the 50s and turns an enigmatic 
character into a compassionate real- 

ity. 
Overall, this is a fine film. It has 

romance, humor, suspense, sadness and 
even a little sex. Doug recounts in the 
beginning of the movie that his mother 
once told him “If the Abbotts didn’t 
exist, Jacey would have invented them 

anyway.” We all have our Abbotts, 
those forbidden objects of desire that 

seem so close but are ultimately unat- 
tainable. What makes “Abbotts” so 

good is that it hits home for anyone 
who has ever desired what they cannot 

have and wanted that thing more than 
anything else. 

  

  

Birds do it ... 

Bees do it... 

Now you, too, 

can do it... 

Write for 

THE GUIDE! 

Call Jim, 

Stephanie, Bill, 

Elaine or Matt 

at 7-3415.           

Spring Break ‘ 97! 
FREE 
PARKING! 

1819 M Street NW © 735 15th St., NW 
(202) 331-8372 © (202) 393-3533 

1000's Of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Thongs, D Cups & Men's 

™e Bikini oo 
SALE! 
ra] 

PY 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 

SUMMER SESSION ’97 

e Over 300 courses 1n 

44 departments 

* Earn a full year’s credit 
in biology, chemistry, 

physics, or one of 

eight languages 

e Smaller class sizes 

* Weekly outdoor 
movie nights    

  

    
   

      

     

  

SUMMER BETTER 

THAN OTHERS 

e Earn two, three, or four credits 

and conduct field research in 

-archaeology 

¢ Tuition discounts for 

teaching professionals 

* Courses in everything 

from the Beatles to 

biochemistry 

* Five ways to study 

abroad this summer 

* Campus musical and 

theatrical productions 

-environmental studies 

-ethnography 
-social policy 

-urbanology   
FOR YOUR FREE SUMMER CATALOG 

Phone: 1-800-FINDS NU or 847-491-5250 
Web: http: //www.nwu.edu/summernu/ 

E-mail: summer@nwu.edu 
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Restaurant Review: Margarita’s Mexican Cafe 

‘Hole in the Wall’ Cooks Up More 

Than Just Mexican Margaritas 
By Cray RISEN 
Hova Sarr WRITER 
  

When someone hears a restaurant 

called a “hole in the wall,” they 

usually cringe in terror. A “hole in 
the wall” is usually a rundown ur- 
ban eatery buzzing with flies and 
serving three-day-old meat. But a 
“hole in the wall” could also be 
thought of in a different way. Think 

out of the way. Think broken-in. 
Think small and cozy. Think of a 

place small enough to be skipped 

over by most passers-by, but good 

enough to keep up a healthy clien- 
tele base. Margarita’s Mexican Cafe 

Tunlaw Street A 
  

Bread and Circus 

Margarita’s 
Mexican Cafe 

34th 

Street 

Reservoir Road 

is just such a place. 
I walk up and down Wisconsin 

Avenue all the time, but it wasn’t 
until recently that I noticed this place 
nestled just down from Bread & 
Circus (Margarita’s is located at 
2317 Wisconsin, to be exact). Most 
of the seating is in the back, so the 
street side of the restaurant is pretty 
small. 

As faras I could tell. there were only 
three people on staff: the waiter/ 
maitre’d and two people in the kitchen. 
The kitchen itself looks out into the 
dining room — a necessity given 
Margarita’s small size, but one that 

Naval Observatory 

  

    
   
  

University 
Georgetown 

  

  

O Street   

also brings out the cozy nature of the 
place. 

Like all tiny restaurants, Margaritas 

Mexican Cafe doesn’t offer much in 

selection. They've got the basics: en- 
chiladas, fajitas, burritos, the like. 
There’s one section called “Maria’s 
Specialties,” but to be honest, they 

don’t sound all that special. There are 
no surprises to be had at Margarita’s 
Mexican Cafe. 

Margaritas is a good restaurant 

because it exceeds in the basic cat- 

egories: quality, quantity, service 
and price. They may not have much, 
but what they have is excellent. Take, 
for instance, the Guacamole Dip 
($3.50), one of four appetizers. It’s 
basic, nothing fancy but by far 
the best guacamole I’ve ever had. 
It’s made of all fresh ingredients, 
and the portion is more than enough 
for two people. 

For an entree I chose the Taquitos 
Rancheros ($5.75): two basic bean (or 

chicken or beef) tortillas smothered in 
cheese, lettuce, carrots and potatoes. 
was a little apprehensive at first, as 
carrots and potatoes are not what [ 
normally think of as toppings for torti- 

llas. Needless to say. I was pleasantly 
surprised. 

My friend went for the enchiladas 
($5.95), which can be ordered with 
beef, chicken or spinach. He had one 
spinach and one chicken. The spinach 

  

was fresh and crisp (as far as spinach _ 
goes), but the chicken outshone it by 
far. Instead of the measly low-grade 
strips one might expect in a typical 
enchilada, these were thick and juicy. 
According to the waiter, Margarita’s 
marinates and roasts their chicken over 
an open fan. This method is “far faster 
and nutritious.” 

So forget your preconceptions — 
this “hole in the wall” offers some of 
the better Mexican food in the 
Northwest area. Well-prepared 
food that doesn’t come from a 
high-priced, pretentious estab- 
lishment is hard to come by 
these days in Georgetown, 

so make it a point to visit 
Margarita’s Mexican 
Cafe. 

  

M Street     

First things first. Let me make it abso- 
lutely clear that I was not the author of the 
extremely unfunny review of Hoya’s in the 
April Fools Issue of THE Hoya. In fact, I was 
not even asked to submit a column. Had I 
written a piece for that issue it would have 
been very entertaining indeed. Maybe next 

year the powers that be will wise up. and not 
insultme ormy column by running garbage 
in place of my journalistic genius. I just had 
to get that off of my chest. 

Every week this process grows more 
difficult. Reviewing a bar is no easy task: 
There are hours of work that go into finding 
just the right place. Bars must be selected 
from a very short list of establishments that 

havebeen predetermined as being worthy of 
my presence. I don’t just go waltzing into 
any bar I see—that would be a waste of my 
time and yours. 

Toaccomplish this every week I have put 
togethera very extensive staffto screen bars 
and steer me away from potential dumps. 
So, it is with great gratitude and sincerity 
that I would like to thank my two top aides, 
Chief of Staff Chris Dopp (GSB ’98) and 
Minister of Drinking Affairs Boris Okuliar 
(GSB 97). Without the help of these two 
dedicated men, I would not be the journalis- 

tic juggernaut I am today. You see. they are 
the ones who walk into every bar (really 
every single one—no joke) in D.C. making 

sure [ don’t review a dump. Well, it seems 
this week they decided to play their own 

little April Fools joke on me and sent me to 
quite possibly the worst bar in D.C. 

The Big Hunt is located at 1345 Con- 

necticut Avenue, NW. You know what? 

shouldnothave given youtheaddress ofthis 
place. That’s how much I don’t want you to 
go there. Anyway. this place is terrible. It 
should be called The Big Waste of Time or 
The BigPile of S**t! You know what? From 
this point on I will only refer to this place as 
The Big Dump. I've never actually felt 
insulted by a bar; the place justoffended me. 
It has no business calling itself a bar. 

Idon’task formuchoutofabar: good beer, 
nice atmosphere, decent clientele, maybe a 
good burger and all at a fair price. Is that too 
much to ask? I don’t think so. The Big Dump 
has none of these. 

The beer list reads like some sort of 
whacked out, drugged up, pansy-ass, Gen- 
eration’ X bible. It’s a carbuncle on the butt 
of beer. It describes its beers as “Vanilla” 
and “Heavy Raspberry.” It even has the 
gall to mix beer with espresso. What's the 
matter? These people don’t get enough 
caffeine at their Starbucks poetry read- 
ings? Whatabunch oflosers. Aren’t we so 
'90s? What ever happened to Budweiser? 
These people don’t even know what beer 
is. They're just a bunch of *90s wannabe 
beer drinkers. Go back to Seattle and take 
your crappy beer list with you. 

Next up is atmosphere. This place tries 
way too hard. It tries to combine gothic, 
jungle and hunting themes. The end result 
is stupidity. Ithas aroom that looks like the 
inside of a whale. Although it sounds like 
it may be cool, it’s not. It’s stupid. It has 
vinyl leopard skin upholstery on the seats 

— even stupider. Then it has this green 

         

THE Bic HUNT 
neon thing going on like the place is straight 
out of some old “Miami Vice” episode — 
stupidest. 

The menu is probably the worst I have 
ever seen. It’s an extensive list of foods I 
would never consider eating in a bar: veggie 
burgers, grilled vegetable sandwiches, spin- 
ach dip. etc... What happened to good, old- 
fashioned red meat? This isn’t bar food, 
people! 

The clientele takes the cake. Hey, I like 

everybody and I consider myself'to be open 
minded. The only peopleIcan’tstandare the 
people whoactually likeall of this crap. This 
place isn’t a bar. It’s a place for all of these 
pseudo-hip chumps to go after Starbucks 
closes. 

As far as price goes, forget about it. I 
wouldn’t pay one red cent for a veggie 
burger and a raspberry beer. They’d have to 
pay me to go back to this place. 

As you may have noticed, I didn’t care 
much for the big dump. When I go to a bar 
it’s for different reasons. Some bars are 
good for a nice drink after work, or before 
dinner. Some bars are good for dates and 
some exist just to ensure that whoever 

walks through the door will stumble out— 
those are my favorite. What I’m getting at 
is that bars need a reason to exist. The Big 
Dump should not exist. I cannot think of 
one reason anyone would go to The Big 
Dump. The Big Dump getsabig fatzeroon 
my bar scale. That’s right — zip, zilch, 
nada, nyet, no way. uh uh. Not even a point 
for having beer. It sucks. Don’t go; you’d 
only be encouraging that type of behavior. 

Stone Stars in Shocking Smut 
INSTINCT, From p. 2G 

_ make a flow chart of the events, there is 
light, albeit foggy, at the end of the 
tunnel. 

My main problem with “Basic In- 
stinct” is that it tries too hard to be 
about more than just sex. Why ruin all 
those beautifully choreographed 
scenes with sp many twists and turns 

that you're lucky if you can even figure 
out who’s screwing who? But, if you 
can either understand or ignore the 
plot, “Basic Instinct” has a great deal to 
offer. Sure, we’ve all seen Michael Dou- 
glas naked, but we continue to watch 
fireworks every Fourth of July, so why 
abandon an American tradition? And 
while most medical students could dia- 
gram everything Sharon Stone has to 
the inch, we have to remember our 
history — it’s this movie that made it 
all possible. Going from generic blond 

to sexual powerhouse in one movie is 
no small feat. And while one would 
think that in a movie with so much sex 
we’d get immune to it, after a while, 
luckily for us, director Paul Verhoeven 
knows that variety is the spice of life. 
We get to see it all — man on woman, 
woman on man, woman on woman. 
Standing, sitting, lying, bent over. 
Couches, beds, floors, walls. Every- 

thing from garter belts to no under- 
wear at all. Slow, tender moments to 
scenes that make you think someone’s 
going to die whether or not an icepick is 
pulled out. It was painstaking work. Not 
many stones (no pun intended) were left 
unturned, at least the ones allowed at 
your local Cineplex Odeon. 

“Basic Instinct” claimed to shock the 
nation. After “Debbie Does Dallas,” | 
found it about as benign as a bedtime 
story. Thatis not to say thatit’s boring by 

any means. Quite the opposite. There's 
almost too much going on to keep it all 
straight. All I’m saying is that. having 
seen how bad it gets, Sharon Stone can 

keep her legs spread form here to King- 
dom Come and do whatever she wants 
with an icepick and I can deal. 

While the plot may be a little (OK. a 
lot) confusing, it’s intriguing enough to 
make the movie about more than just 
great sex, if a movie with this much great 
sex needs to be about more than just 
great sex. Sure, we should probably care 
whether or not our hero is sleeping with 
akiller, but if it doesn’t bother him, then 

why let it get to us? As a friend of mine 
once said, “You’ve got to take risks.” 
I'm not saying we should all go out and 

buy silk scarves and icepicks and see 
what happens, but who knows, maybe 
you'll enjoy going without underwear 
every now and then. 

Toe HLL 

  

This week, Paul Taylor Dance Company dances 
back into Washington, D.C. with the premieres of two 
new works. Tuesday through Sunday, the company will 

be at the Kennedy Center’s Eisenhower Theater. The 
event is sponsored by Washington Performing Arts So- 

ciety and The Kennedy Center. Among the notable 
pieces inits repertoire are, “Company B” and “Offenbach 

Overtures.” The company will add “Eventide,” choreo- 
graphed by Paul Taylor to Vaughan Williams’ “Suite for 
Viola and Orchestra” and “Prime Numbers,” alsé by 
Taylor set to a solo cello work by David Israel. “Prime 
Numbers” was conceived in honor of the 50th anniver- 
sary of Indian independence and was performed in New 
Delhi in January as Taylor’s troupe made its tour of India. 

Paul Taylor, founder of the Company, has enjoyed 
immense success in his own right. While establishing 
the Company in 1955, he danced as a soloist with the 
Martha Graham Dance Company. Additionally, he has 
performed with the New York City Ballet under the great 
master George Balanchine. Included in his many honors 
are election to knighthood by the French government, 
three Guggenheim Fellowships, six honorary Doctor of 
Fine Arts degrees and numerous lifetime-achievement 
awards. 

The Paul Taylor Dance Company, whose impressive 

resume includes performances in over 400 cities across 
the country and more than 60 nations worldwide, will 

begin its performances at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. For details 
or tickets, call (202) 467-7600. (Aleta Turner) 

Saturday 

April 5 

  

University of Maryland College Park opens “On the Map,” a 
presentation of artworks located in the Art/Sociology Building 
on campus. The gallery, a product of the collaborative efforts of 
two dozen faculty members, Master of Fine Arts candidates and 
undergraduates, boasts an expansive exhibition of art of all 
mediums. 

“On the Map” marks the premier effort of faculty and students 
to put forth an offering of this sort. The show contains the 
standard gallery pieces: paintings, drawings, sculptures and 
photographs. Additionally, there are large-scale pieces such as 
installations in the atrium of the building, outdoor sculptures, 
video projections, digital animations and live conceptual per- 
formances. Standing out among the pieces are a wood-and- 
light sculpture constructed with several hundred two-by-fours, 
a “virtual museum wall” presented by students in a digital 
imaging class, an installation of thousands of wire coat hang- 
ers, an appliqué Tibetan quilt and a sculpture using commercial 
glass bricks and steel. 
The exhibit is the result of College Park’s desire to showcase 

the strength and diversity of its studio art program. The exhibit, 
which is free of charge, runs through April 19. The hours of 
operation are Monday through Saturday, 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. and 
Thursday, 12 p.m. to 9 p.m. For information, call (301) 405-2763. 
(Aleta Turner) 

Monday 

ZV ave 

  

The National Gallery of Art presents Alexander Calder: 
The Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Klaus G. Perls. Alexander 
Calder, better known as the man responsible for the mobile 
hung above your bassinet as a child, mastered a vast array of 
artwork in the modernistic style. The exhibit includes just an 
intimation of his accomplishments through its 35 works. The 
collection represents an extensive spectrum of Calder’s artis- 
tic progression from early works in the 1920s to his last in 
1973. Museum hours are Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Aleta Turner) 

Tuesday 

April 8 

  

This Tuesday, celebrate the cultural heritage of Russia at 
DAR Constitution Hall in the District. The Washington Per- 
forming Arts presents the Russian Folk Festival, a group of 
seven Russian folk ensembles which will perform with flourish 
the rich diversity of tradition dating back to the 13th century. 
Dancing, music and ritual highlight the celebration of Slavic 

tradition of the groups who are amidst a month-long U.S. 
tour. Each group reveals the unique traits of their tribute 
country representing geographical regions from South 
and Central Russia to the Arctic Circle and Ukranian 

border. Included in the festival’s companies are The 
Northern Pearls, a 16-member group from the villages of 
the Archangelsk region, a 10-member a cappella vocal 
ensemble from the Podserednie village near Moscow, the 
all-woman Dorozovsky Folk Ensemble singing songs 

from the Bryansk region, the Vladimirske Rozhky En- 
semble, a group of horn players from the ancient city of 

Jackopierce (above) will appear Friday, April 4 at the 9:30 Club along with The Emptys. 

Calendar Briefs   

Friday, April 4: The Pugs will play along with The 
Dusters and Cranium at the BlackCat, 1831 14th St., NW 
for $6. For further information, call (202) 667-7960. 

Displaying his unique blend of intricate guitare medleys 

and beautiful vocals, Michael Tomlinson will perform at 
8 p.m. at Wolftrap, 1624 Trap Rd., Vienna, VA., for $15. 
For details call Ken Roseman at (703) 938-2404. 

Jackopierce and The Emptys will play at the 9:30 
Club, 815 V St., NW. Call (202) 393-0930 for further 
information. 
The “DC 101 Local Showcase” will include Dee Stone 

Band and Yams from Outer Space at the Bayou, 3135 K 
St., NW. Call (202) 333-2987 for more information. 

Saturday, April 5: WGTB will present the Sports Quiz 
Bowl Party from 6 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. in Bulldog Alley. 
There will be a beer, soda and food raffle. 
WHES presents Bloodhound Gang with Nerf Herder 

and Isabelle's Gift at the 9:30 Club, 815 V St., NW. Call 
(202) 393-0930 for more information. 

Red Red Meat will perform along with Sleepytime 
Trio and The Lonesome Organist at 9:30 p.m. at the 
BlackCat, 1831 14th St., NW for $6. For details, call Amy 
Domingues at (202) 667-7960. 

Enjoy An Evening with Moe at the Bayou, 3135 K St., 
NW. Call (202) 333-2987 for more information. 

Sunday, April 6: Catch Space Cossacks and Bent 
Scepters at the BlackCat, 1831 14th St., NW for $3. For 

     

Vladimir, the vocalist Natalya (Natasha) Terentyeva 
from the Volga region, and the Voinitsa (Freemen) En- 
semble from Rostov-on-Don in Southern Russia, singing 
songs from the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Curator and producer of Russian Folk Festival's U.S. 

tour, David Eden has numerous credits to his name includ- 
ing the recent staging of Balanchine’s Concert Barocco by 
the Perm Ballet as well as extensive programming for 
touring Russian performances. Tuesday’s engagement be- 

gins at 7:30 p.m. For more information or tickets, call (202) 
833-9800. (Aleta Turner) 

"PHOTO COURTESY OF A&M RECORDS 

  

more information, call (202) 667-7960. 
DC 101 presents Big Head Todd and the Monsters with 

Nil Lara at the 9:30 Club, 815 V St., NW. Contact (202) 
393-0930 for more information. 

* Deceased will play along with Arghosient and Morbius 
at the Bayou, 3135 K St., NW. Call (202) 333-2987 for 
more information. : 
Monday, April 7: Winter Brief and Tristan Psionic will 

play at the BlackCat, 1831 14th St, NW for $3. For 
information call (202) 667-7960. 
Tuesday, April 8: See Ignite, Weston, Battery and Cast 

Iron Hike perform at the BlackCat, 1831 14th St., NW for 
$3. For details, call (202) 667-7960. 
Nuno and Kristen Barry will appear at 8 p.m. at the 

Bayou, 3135 K St., NW for $12. Call Elisa Nader at (202) 

333-2987 for more information. 
Thursday, April 10: Thousand Legger, BST Payback 

and MLK. Ultra will play at the BlackCat, 1831 14th St., 
NW for $5. For details, call (202) 667-7960. 
Fountains of Wayne will be playing with Sloan at 7:30 

p.m. at the 9:30 Club, 815 V St., NW for $10. Call James 
Lochart at (202) 393-0930 for further information. 
Catch winner of best rap and metal album Powerman 

5000, Sexpod, and SEV at the Bayou, 3135 K St., NW. Call 

(202) 333-2987 for more information. 

—Compiled by Matt Gaertner 
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SAC Gets New Funds to Solve Deficit 
SAC, From Pp. | 

budget and suspend the commissioners’ 
right to make any allocations to clubs 
without the entire board’s approval. 

According to a Feb. 25 story in THE 
Hova, $4,987 of the contingency fund 
was used in setting club budgets. 

Vogetsaid thatasaresult ofthe $6,000 
loss, four new clubs approved by SAC 
since January -- the Math Club, the Geor- 
getown International Business Associa- 
tion, Students for World Trade and Geor- 
getown Peace Action -- have been un- 
able to receive SAC funding. However, 
according to Dmitri Schneiberg (GSB 
’97), the only club of the four that needed 

SAC funds, the Georgetown Peace Ac- 
tion, received the $80 it requested. 

Hande Yurttan (COL ’97), president 
of the Math Club, said no funding was 
withheld from his club as they have had 
no need for SAC funding. 

Voget said there is a possibility that 
all of the $5,000 given SAC by the Dean 

of Students may not be spent this year. 
“Any money not used will go to fund 

any debts SAC may have incurred from 
overspending and/or under-revenuing. 
Ifthere’s money left over, the remaining 
will go [toward] funding club events 
next year,” Voget said. 
GUSA President John Cronan (COL 

’98) said that although Donahue’s allo- 
cation will solve the immediate problem 
of SAC’s exhausted funds, it is indica- 
tive of an even larger problem. With the 
increasing number of SAC clubs. there 
isaneed fora larger annual SAC budget, 
Cronan added. 

According to Cronan, this year’s SAC 
budget was $87,000. The budget, Cronan 
said, increases by approximately 1 per- 
centevery year. 

However, this increase fails to consider 

the large growth in the number of SAC 
activitiesadded yearly, Cronanadded. For 
example, next year, 11 more clubs are 
likely to receive funding from SAC. 

  

THE NE 

In March, Cronan and Leistikow met 
with Donahue to present a proposal out- 
lining the need for additional SAC funds. 
Since then, other student leaders, includ- 
ing Voget and her nominated successor 
Gabe Camarillo (COL ’98), have worked 
with Cronan and Leistikow to pursue the 
proposal. 

Cronan said these leaders were in 
constant contact with both the offices of 
Donahue and of Director of Student Pro- 
grams Steve Loflin. Yesterday, Donahue 
and Loflin jointly decided to allot $5.000. 

Loflin assisted student efforts in peti- 
tioning Donahue for funding. Camarillo 
said, “Steve has been very cooperative in 
working with both the student associa- 
tion and SAC.” 

“The cooperation between student 
leaders and the administration is a per- 
fect example of the way in which stu- 
dents and the administration can work 
more closely to receive benefits for clubs.” 
Camarillo said. 

  

NEW VOICES, NEW VISIONS: 
"Young Feminists Taking Action 

For the 21st Century" 

  

YOUNG FEMINIST SUMMIT 
April 11-13, 1997 

To register, volunteer or for more information: 

Call (202)-331-0066 ext. 362 Fax (202)-785-8576 
Email conference@now.org 

THIS SUMMIT IS FOR YOUNG FEMINISTS AND ANYONE 
INTERESTED IN THE YOUNG FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE. 

Speakers include: Patricia Ireland president of NOW, Marcia 
Gillespie, editor-in-chief of Ms., and Patsy Mink,U.S. Representative (D-HI). 

Entertainment: disappear fear. 

Sponsored by NOW Foundation 
Renaissance Washington DC Hotel 

  

  
  

The Perfect Opportunity... 
and CTO's of the some of the 

world’s most interesting compa- 

nies. And you will be working 

with corporations you are already 

...for intelligent, organized and 

highly motivated Georgetown 

students to immediately begin 

earning $7.50 - $20.00 per hour... 

in a part time capacity. 

2Capture is a new company 
with a new concept in executive 

level communication that’s 

focused on the Fortune 1000 

high-technology marketplace. 

This is not a techno-geek job. 

There is no selling involved. 

Rather, you are the ideal candi- 

date if you possess a professional 

attitude, high standards and 

excellent communications skills. 

You'll be speaking with Senior 

Level Managers such as MIS 

Directors, IT Managers, CIO's 

very familiar with. 

your resume to: 

Capture 

Your commitment is only 16 to 

20 very flexible hours per week, 

afternoons or evenings, and you 

can adjust this position to fit the 

busiest of schedules. 

Is this the perfect part time job 

for you? If it is, please forward 

2Capture PO Box 25128, 
Georgetown Station, Washing- 

ton, DC 20007, Fax it directly to: 
202-965-7104 or send by email 

to: info@icapture.com     

WS Hoya 
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James Baker addressed students about the United States’ foreign policy. 
  

Baker Outlines Plans 

For U.S. Foreign Policy 
By MARGUERITE BERARD 
Sreciar ro Tre Hoya 
  

Former Secretary of State James Baker 
spoke last night in Gaston Hall to a 
crowd of about 450 about the role of the 
United States in the world of the 21st 

century. 
Baker said the most important chal- 

lenge for the United States today is being 
able to maintain an internationalist cli- 
mate in the country. He said domestic 
support for U.S leadership abroad must 
be mobilized more than ever by Ameri- 
can leaders. Baker said American lead- 
ers should follow a policy of “selective 
engagement.” In other words, a policy of 
“making choices about how, where, and 
when we’ll engage,” he said. 

He said the United States needs to 
maintain an active role in the Pacific, a 

region he considers more unstable than 
the Atlantic region. He also said the 
United States needs to maintain an influ-_ 
ential presence in the Pacific, particu- 

larly in China, for our own economic 
benefit. 

Baker denounced the idea of a con- 
tainment policy concerning China. “The 
best way to find an enemy is to look for 
one. Speaking of containing China seems 
to me as we [are looking] for one,” he 
said. 

He also spoke of the danger of not 
countering the proliferation of weapons 
of mass destruction. According to Baker, 
not only Russia and China, but U.S. 
allies, such as France and Germany, 

should be sanctioned for irresponsible 
military sales. 

Baker noted that the proliferation of 
chemical and biological weapons in 
North Korea, Libya, Iran and Iraq pre- 
sents an enormous threat to global secu- 
rity. He said the United States needs to 
take a strong stance against terrorists 
and their supporters. 

“The physical security of Americans, 
both at home and abroad, remains an 
isuue, as it has never been before,” he 
said. He suggested that the United States 
expand its intelligence network to com- 

bat terrorism. 
Baker warned against the ever too 

frequentcalls of “Come Home America.” 
“It’s a siren song with superficial ap- 

peal, but one that I would submit to you 
has no basis in reason ... America has a 
home. It’s called the world,” Baker said. 

Baker received applause from the au- 
dience for criticizing the Clinton Admin- 
istration for condemning the new Jewish 
settlements in East Jerusalem but vetoed 
the U.N. resolutions condemning the 
Israeli policy. 

Organizers of the event were pleased 
with its success. Shabana Kazi (SFS 99), 
a representative of the Lecture Fund, said 

Baker had so much insight to lend. Al- 
though it took her a year’s worth of work, 
she said, “It was very much worth it.” 

Baker served as secretary of state from 
January 1989 through August 1992 in 
the Bush Administration. Baker served 
from 1985 to 1988 as secretary of the 
treasury in the Reagan Administration. 
Baker’s speech was sponsored by the 

Lecture Fund, the School of Foreign Ser- 
vice and the International Relations Club. 
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GU Says Assault 
Was Rare Case 
ASSAULT, from p. | 

often think it’s their fault or they are too 

embarrassed and overwhelmed to seek 
help.” Hurwitz said. 

Sexual assault often goes unnoticed 
on college campuses. according to 

_ Hurwitz. Because of pressure put on 
the administration by the students for 

the past two years, Hurwitz was hired 
Mar. 3, 1997 in order to rectify the 
situation. 

“The university realized that they 
needed to deal with the problem of sexual 
assault better. They needed a permanent 
person to collect data and make sure that 
nobody falls through the cracks and re- 
mains unnoticed.” she said. 

Associate Dean of Students Penny 
Rue said. “[The university] did beef up 
our off-campus programs due to earlier 
semester assaults.” 

Hurwitz warns people against having 
false senses of security. She also adds 
that 75 percent to 80 percent of all sexual 
assault cases are between people who 
know each other. 

“People who know sexual assault vic- 
tims should encourage them to seek help, 
because the effects will not go away on 
their own. They will last for months or 

even years,” she said. 

GU Wont Buy 

Car Barn 
CAR BARN, rrom p.1 

The university was also concerned 
because there were signs of lead and 
other pollutants, and the pollutants could 
contaminate the Potomac River, Hvidsten 
added. : 

The university tried to get indemnifi- 
cation— release from any legal or finan- 
cial responsibility — from the Lutheran 
Brotherhood because of these environ- 
mental concerns, but the sale was not 

complete because of “the owner’s re- 
fusal toaddress these concerns,” Hvidsten 
said. She added that the termination of 
the sale negotiations had nothing to do 
with the price of the Car Barn. 

“We have no knowledge of any envi- 
ronmental allegations,” Katter said. 

“Georgetown has been a good tenant 
for us,” he said. “We would have liked to 

complete a sale with them. It is unfortu- 
nate we could not. We had different posi- 
tions on contract issues regarding the sale. 
We couldn’t reach a common ground.” 

me COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
now offers three innovative, interdisciplinary environmental programs at 

jagphere 2 Conter 

na’s Sonoran Desert 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 

  

Biosphere 2 Center 
Department of 
Student Affairs 

P.O. Box 689 
Oracle, AZ 95623 

toll-free: (800) 992-4603 

e-mail: admissions@bio2.edu 

Web: www.bio2.edu     

e First-class, involved faculty 

e Students from all majors 

e EARTH SEMESTER — a semester of intensive study 
e EARTH SYSTEMS FIELD SCHOOL — 6 and 4 week summer field programs 

e ISLAND CONSERVATION & BIOGEOGRAPHY IN THE SEA OF CORTEZ — 
ship-based field experience 

UNIQUE PROGRAM FEATURES: 

e Earn Columbia University Credit e Field Trips throughout the desert 
Southwest including Mexico 

e Customized programming 

  

  

  

Name 

  

(J Yes, please send me information. 

  

Current Address   

  

Phone   

E-mail address   

  School 

Program: 

[J Earth Semester J Earth Systems Field School 

[J Island Conservation & Biogeography   
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BASEBALL, rrom p. 8 

fielder Matt O’Brien also added two 
hits each. 

Georgetown’s bats took control 
quickly against Diplomat starter Jo- 
seph Matteo. O’Brien walked to lead 
off the bottom of the first, stole sec- 
ond, made it to third on a Kevin 
DeSanto grounder to second and scored 
when Mignogna grounded out. 

Sophomore third baseman Andrew 
Mariniello led off the second inning 
with a triple to center field and was 
knocked in on an Offutt double down 
the left-field line. Offutt scored two 
batters later on an O’Brien single to 
put the Hoyas ahead 3-0. 

The Hoyas furthered their lead in 

the third frame with runs by Mignogna, 
senior designated hitter Tom Farley 
and Dzamba to make the score 6-0. 

Franklin & Marshall-reliever Brad 
Doyle retired all six Georgetown bat- 
ters he faced in the fourth and fifth 
innings, but in the sixth, the Hoyas’ 
bats lit up again. 

Offutt singled and senior second 
baseman Scott Fergerson walked to lead 
off the frame to force Doyle from the 
game. After Corman popped out to the 
new pitcher Andrew Kirk, O’Brien 
singled to left to load the bases. 

With the bases loaded, DeSanto 
popped out to short for the second out. 
Then Mignogna hit a triple to the right- 
center field fence, upping the Hoyas’ 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
FOR PEOPLE 

ON THEIR WAY 
TO THE TOP. 

If you didn't sign up for 

ROTC as a freshman or 

sophomore, you can catch 

up this summer by attend- 

ing Army ROTC Camp 

Challenge, a paid six-week 

summer course in leader- 

ship. Apply now. You 

  

may qualify for a $4,000 

scholarship and advanced 

officer training when you 

return to campus in the fall. 

You'll also have the self- 

confidence and discipline 

you need to succeed in 

college and beyond. 

ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 

For details, visit 3520 Prospect St., 3rd Floor (The Car Barn) 
or call 687-7056 

THE S PO RTS Hoya 

Hoya Hitting Overpowers Diplomats 
lead to 9-0 and putting the final nail in 
the Diplomats’ coffin. 

“Mignogna’s triple with the bases 
loaded really put the game away for us,” 
Mason said. 

Urban lost his shutout with two outs 
inthe seventh when Diplomat left fielder 
Robert Anthony drove in first baseman 
Robert Stisser with a single to left-cen- 
ter. With Anthony at first and catcher 
John Carr at third, Urban tried the third- 
to-first pickoffplay and fooled Anthony. 
Urban made an errant throw to second, 
allowing Anthony to slide in safely at 
second while lettingCarr score the Dip- 
lomats’ second and final run. 

In the last half of that inning, with 
the game in hand, Dzamba took a 

    

grand experience: 

dining room that seats 12 

  

David Bornstein pitch over the 370- 
foot sign on the fence, over the street 
and off the side of the ICC for his first 
four-bagger of the season. 

A single by Farley in the eighth 
brought in DeSanto for the Hoyas 1 1th 
and final run of the game. 

Georgetown will spend the week- 

end playing on the road against its Big 
East rivals. The team will travel to 
Jamaica, N.Y., Saturday for a double- 
header with St. John’s and then to 

Storrs, Conn., Sunday for another twin 
bill vs. Connecticut. 

. Mason said the teams would present- 
different challenges for the Hoyas, with 

St. John’s showing strong pitching and 
UConn attacking with strong hitting. 

The Grand Hyatt Washington has everything you need for a simply 

® Luxurious overnight accommodations 
® A spectacular 12-story atrium lobby with cascading water- 

falls and an island baby grand piano in a tranquil lagoon 
® Spacious hospitality suites for entertaining family and friends 
® Elegant banquet and party rooms 
® Superb restaurants including Via Pacifica offering 

culinary secrets of Asia, Italy, and America and a private 

® Grand Slam, our exciting sports bar 
® Butlers—The Cigar Bar, featuring microbrews, martinis 

Friday, April 4, 1997 

  

  

Seniors Leave Mark 
ALL-AMERICANS, From p. 8 

working hard.” 
And Marzell and Gonzales have 

had a bond of teamwork since their 
freshman year — which ironically 
occurred on the tow path of the C & O 
Canal. The Hoyas have often run the 
tow path together to build a sense of 
unity. Both Marzell and Gonzales 
described their four mile course as 
treacherous. Add in a six-minutes-a- 
mile pace, and it can be downright 
painful. 

In September of their freshman year, 
they were forced into the run on a 
rainy day by the seniors on the team, 
and attempted to get out of it. 

“We both hid in the bushes.” 
laughed Marzell. **And waited for the 
older girls to run by. And now, every 

time [ go on the toe path I act like 
[Regina] is there.” 

Following graduation, both will go 
their separate ways. Marzell will con- 
tinue to train in hopes of representing 

the U.S. in the Olympics and other 
international track and field events. 

Gonzales said she is 95 percent cer- 
tain she will attend Seton Hall Law 
School. However, as examples Helmer 
uses and will continue to use in re- 
cruiting visits, their contributions to 
the Georgetown track and field pro- 
gram will continue to endure.     

SPECIAL VALUE FOR GEORGETOWN GRADUATION WEEKEND! 

pA) POMP FOR EVERY 
CIRCUMSTANCE 

® The acclaimed Washington Center Health Club with 
indoor pool, whirlpool, exercise equipment, aerobics 

® Access to Metro subway through lobby 
@ Late Sunday check-out when staying both Friday and 

Saturday nights 

And that’s not all—for each room you book at our hotel during 
graduation weekend, we’ll donate $5* to your student activities 
fund. How's that for going out in style? 

For reservations or more information, call 202-582-1234 and 
ask for the Georgetown Graduation rate. 

And remember, for graduation and for every occasion, the 
Grand Hyatt Washington is always at the top of its class. 

FEEL THE HYATT TOUCH® 

   WASHINGTON ™ 

: AT WASHINGTON METRO CENTER 
1000 H Street, NW « Washington, DC 20001 * 800-233-1234 or 202-582-1234 

* Per room, per night, 5/23-5/25/97. Fri. or Sat. only. Sun. available if combined with Sat. stay. Maximum four adults per room. Children 18 and under free in parents’ room. Subject to availability. Some dates may 
not be available. Excluding taxes and gratuities. Rates subject to change without notice. Not applicable to groups, meeting or convention attendees. $5 donation applicable to rooms booked for graduation. 

    

Per Room. Per Night. 

  

    

Wanna be an American Studies major? 

If you're a freshman or a sophomore and 
you're interested in joining the College’s 

oldest interdisciplinary major, give us a call! 

Get a great interdisciplinary education! 
Work with some of the best 
professors at Georgetown! 

Design your own academic concentration! 

Informational meeting April 9 
at 4:15 pm in WGR 201B 

  

Get with the Program! 
Call us at 7-6193 

or come by the office m 620 ICC.   

  

  
  

BIG EAST TOURNAMENT 
TICKET REFUNDS! 

~ ALL STUDENTS WHO 

PURCHASED VOUCHERS FOR 

THE 1997 BIG EAST TOURNAMENT 

MAY REDEEM THEIR VOUCHERS 

FOR A $10 REFUND FROM 

MONDAY, APRIL 7TH TO 

FRIDAY, APRIL 11TH AT 

THE MCDONOUGH ARENA 

TICKET WINDOW, 

1:00 - 5:30 PM. 

VOUCHERS AND ID 

MUST BE PRESENTED 

FOR A REFUND. 

NO EXCEPTIONS 
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3 pSaue Flynn Wins 
GU Dinghy Takes First 
By Chris Ruisi SE Hammer 
Hoa Star WRITER the tougher division. 

The sailing team returns to action this 
; The Georgetown sailing team had a weekend when it plays host to the 10th Throw 

Q strong showing at last weekend’s Area annual Robert P. Arrigan Memorial Re- 
C Dinghy Elimination, taking firstplace  gatta at the Washington Sailing Marina : 

in the competition at Old Send on Arlington, Va. This year’s regatta TRACK & FIELD, rrov p. 8 

The victory qualifies the squad to com- will feature 15 teams, including 1995 The team had several other notable 

pete at the prestigious America Trophy champion Old Dominion. Tufts, the win- individual achievements in the two- 

which will be held at St. Mary’s April ner of last year’s regatta, is not entered day meet. On the men’s side, the 1,600- 

26 and 27. in the competition. Georgetown last cap- meter sprint medley relay team of jun- 

Georgetown amassed 49 points, de- tured the championship in 1992. ior Steve Baldi, sophomore Johnathan 

feating second-place Saint Mary’s by Steele was excited about this year’s Howard, and seniors Bryan Woodward 

0 six. Navy garnered 56 points to claim regatta and explained that the event is and Mike Schroer set a meet record to 

’ third place. Christopher Newport and more than just a competition. “There is take first place with a time of 3:18.18. 

hostOld Dominion finished in fourth a lot of meaning behind this event,” he Individually, freshman Sean Flynn, 

and fifth places, respectively. said. “It is not only a regatta, but a making his first collegiate appearance, 

Head Coach Scott Steele was pleased memorial. Thus, we try to make it a real took first place in the hammer throw 

with the team’s performance. “Obvi- big show.” with a throw of 201 feet, a throw 

ously, this was a big step for us to not The Robert P. Arrigan Memorial Re- which provisionally qualified him for 

only qualify for the America Trophy but gatta is named in honor of the freshman the NCAAs as well. 

) to go in and win it [the qualifying re- sailing team captain who died in June : VS Both the 4-by-400-meter relay team 

atta]. It was a great weekend,” he said. 1985. Georgetown has won the regatta ; : , . . of Howard, Schroer, Woodward and 

The top six teams inthe America Trophy three times, including 1986’s ye Junior Kevin Levy fell to Howard's Chad Hamilton 3-6, 2-6 at No. 1 singles yesterday. The Hoyas won the match 5-2. sophomore Matt Kalwinsky and the 

competition advance to the champion- championship. T 4-by-1500-meter relay team of juniors 

ships race. Georgetown will also send represen- ENNIS Josh Orenstein and Sam 

Senior skipper Mike Callahan and tatives to this weekend’s MAISA Team : Gabremariam, senior Kevin Jermyn, 

freshman Heather Ward teamed up fora Race held at the New York Maritime. A ® and Howard earned third place fin- 

OD first-place finish in the “A” division first- or second-place finish would Ho h Z ishes. Kalwinsky also took second 

competition. Meanwhile, juniorskipper qualify Georgetown for the National y OWI 1S 0 n place in the 800-meter run with a time 

Andy Schneider joined with freshman team race to be held at Portland State of 1:50.58. 

Kate Hewson to snatch third place inthe University May 26-June 4. “[This By Jerrrey GOLDSTEIN The top finisher among the women 
“B” division race. weekend’s team race] will be a difficult poy Snare Weimer Bausch said. was junior Kate Landau, who came in at 

Steele said of Callahan’s performance: race, but with a good performance, we The men’s team ran its record to 12-15 witha 5-2 victory over 33.35.04 to win the 10,000-meter run 

“It was great for him to go inand winin have a chance to do well,” Steele said. Georgetown’s tennis teams warmed up for this weekend’s Big Howard. The win was the Hoyas’ thirdintwodays. They defeated 3nd automatically qualify for the 

o | East matches with several non-conference victories this week. Mount St. Mary’s 5-2 and Salisbury State 7-0 Wednesday. NCAAs. Freshman Janelle Thomas 
The men’s team will play host to St. John’s Saturday and West Howard captured the No. 1 and 2 doubles matches, but 3150 had a strong meet. finishing second 

Cc eNnse 0 % ats Virginia Sunday while the women will play host to St. John’s Georgetown stormed back to win the remaining four singles in the 5.000-meter run with an NCAA 

Sunday. matches and to sweep the doubles competition. provisional qualifying time of 16:21.43. 

x : : The Georgetown women triumphed 6-1 against Howard Sophomore Justin Berman scored a quick 6-2, 6-2 victory over The women’s relay teams also ex- 

H oya S E arn Th 1 rd- S trai gh t Vic to ry yesterday. Freshman Katrina Mitchell led the way witha 6-3,6- Howard's Eben Donkor. “Berman played as well as I've seen celled. The 1,600-meter sprint team 

: 3 victory over the Bison’s Katya Okpala at No. 1 singles. No.2 him play all year today,” Bausch said. of freshman Carron Allen. sophomore 

; ; singles junior Kim Spotswood prevailed 6-3, 6-0 over Cayce Other winners for the Hoyas were senior Gregg Rosen, sopho- ~~ yoneka Bennett, and seniors Bridget 

Oo WOMEN'S LAX, rrom ». 8 Patriots at bay for the remainder ofthe Cummins. Freshman Missy Mendes, junior Mary McAnallyand more Justin Hom and freshman Dave Boyer. Johnson and Ayana Wright won sec- 

~ early leads, Simons said, “This was contest. Hilsky recorded an insurance sophomore Erin Shea were winners at No. 4, 5 and 6 singles “The bottom of the lineup has been really solid this week.” ong place with a time of 3:56.53. and 

~ the fourth time this year we've helda goal with 36 seconds remaining, and respectively. The Hoyas also captured two of the three doubles Bausch said. the 4 by i.500-meter relay team of 

5-0 lead, and our troubles with being the Hoyas ran out the clock to record matches to provide the final margin of victory. Previously, Bausch also commended the team’s focus in the home victory freshman Autumn Fogg. sophomore 

ahead have beenan enigmatome. The the 8-4 victory. Georgetown defeated American 5-2 Tuesday and Mount St. against Salisbury State. “The guys all lookedaroundand noticed Katrina de Boer, and seniors Amy 

problem has been consistently main- George Mason outshot Georgetown  Mary’s 5-2 Wednesday. that everyone was in close matches, and we won them all,” he * Ross and Michelle Muething took 

taining our level of play, particularly fortheafternoon,26-23, but the Hoyas’ “The women’s team looked really solid,” Head Coach Rick said. third with a time of 18:12.96. 

PD against lesser teams.” defense, No. 15 nationally in goals per “We had a great track meet — 

Coming out of the half, there Fete game, was up to the challenge. % ° ° ° ® running and jumping and throwing 
signs that hinted the possibility of a The win, Georgetown’s third O B R { 12 S F s t Start » : id. “Now Wwe 

repeat performance. George Mason straight, gave the team some momen- rien : € S ers aves m Irs St well Gagliano fe id. 11 ” Hi 

scored the first two goals of the second tum heading into a challenging three- pare for the Big East. the IC4As. the 

stanza. Although freshman attacker game stretch that will feature games MEN'S LAX, From p. 8 and Brennan’s goals put the Hoyasup 11-7 Hoya squad will next play at Villanova Penn Relays and so forth.” 
L Jordan Keating scored to pushthelead against two of the nation’s top five Georgetown maintained its strategy of ~~ 2 three minutes later. Saturday at 2 p.m. : 

o : back to 6-2, the Patriots struck back teams: the No. 1 Maryland Terps and rapid scoring, even when it held a larger Urick said he was pleased with the Although the Wildcats are unranked, 
with two more goals, slicing the lead 
to 6-4 with 10:36 left to play. 

The Hoyas, however. refused to fold, 

as senior attacker Barbara Tomeo 
struck back with a goal to increase the 

the No. 5 North Carolina Tar Heels. 
First, the team will face Towson State, 
a team that, according to Simons, “is 
much improved, and has given some 
very good teams some trouble already 

  

lead against Canisius. After Gamble scored 
his second goal off an assist from sopho- 
more attack Peter Velepec at the 6:27 
mark second quarter, the Hoyas continued 
their offensive effort, picking up two 

efforts of the Hoya backup players, espe- 
cially that of sophomore goalie Kevin 
O’Brien, who registered 12 saves in his 
first collegiate start. 
This victory raised Georgetown’s record 

*Urick said the game will be a challenge. 
“Villanova will play us very well. There’s 
a big rivalry with Georgetown [and] 
Villanova. I don’t care what sport it is. 
They’ll come after us just that much 

Hova vs. Voice softball 

Saturday, 3 p.m. 

If you’re on THe Hova, 

you're there! 

          

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

lead to 7-4, and the defense held the this year.” ground balls, until junior attack JeffBurke to 6-2 while Canisius fell to 0-4. The No. harder,” he said. 
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less couple wishes to adopt an infant. CRUISE & LAND TOUR EMPLOY- tact Bill at 703-912-1690. 202-965-2174. 9PM Knights of Columbus Charity Ball, semi-formal. 
We will pay legal and medical expenses. MENT. Discover how to work in exotic Copley Formal Lounge $15/person, proceeds to benefit Mary House. 

Please call Barbra and Rich collect at locations, meet fun people, while earn- SUMMER INTERNSHIPS - EARN OFF CAMPUS HOUSING. Spacious, 

20215464750. ing up to $2,000/mo. in these exciting $3000-86000 & GAIN VALUABLE beautifully maintained 3-story Victorian | | 5PM Deadline for submission of Wait List 
Ah 2 industries. Cruise information Services: BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yel- Townhouse. 4BR, 2 full baths. 3 phone Applications to the Housing Office 

¢ I fa hey PAR- 506.971-3554 Ext. C53013. low page advertising in your University's lines. Private deck and small garden. : 
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§ | home. Nurturing, Fun-loving, Family- yy.i¢ packwait & host staff needed for SUME BOOSTER. Call College Direc- fans, large kitchen. Cats welcome. Close Conlev lawn C Mi hy . Fo I oo a 

1 poe. Plonss oo fies £ Chuck. busy restaurant. Apply in person Mon- tory Publishing: 800-466-2221 ext. 230. © Meo Center, McPherson Metro, and py supusMiisry Oifies. 113 Healy 087-5244, 

: a EEL Fri from 3-5 pm at 3236 M St. N.W. Visit our site: http://www.cdpnet.com 2 a Ho his ne io SUNDAY. APRIL 6 
S -1-800-484- s "EOE. us. Dupont Circle and down- / 

FR p gods ane Er disnuny STUDENT CONSERVATION ASSO- top shopping, restaurants, clubs, mu- | | 5 py Sophomore Class Committee Meeting 
| } Sparton/baby him, Howhiing JIStVMER INTERNET CIATION seeks outdoor youth leaders nA Semon 202-280-0330) |. | icon3 Help organize class trips, community service 

= : RNSHIPS! Leading policy Web (21+) for DC summer youth program. 7 ier i 
| site seeks organized and motivated stu- Contact Gary 05,524.24]. si OFF CAMPLA HOUSING SYST ond nave 

: ~ _ qn, dents to assist with research, writing and t : : : ase 
| FOL 1 EGE FINANCIAL AD multimedia production duties. Students SURF THE NET TO SUMMER BURLEITH. Great group house, main- | | 5:43 PM Spanish Mass in St. Williany's Chapel, Copley. 

¢ Ii | on3.400+ public & private sector fund- should have a strong interest in public JOBS. Register On-Line at tained > top condition, near campus. 
"B® | ing sources. A MUST FOR ANYONE policy and Internet publishing and mar- www.tsijobs.com. 1-800-TSIJOBS. Room or up to six. 1907 37th Street. MONDAY, APRIL 7 : 

P| SEEKING FINANCIAL AID! For in- keting. Modest stipend included. Please Temporary Solutions, Inc. Rent: $2700 plus utilities. Two fully 11AM-3PM Catholic Student Organizations Day 

BE | formation: Call 1-800-263-6495 Ext, fax cover letterand resume to (202)737- Squpped Hioasas, Iwo bean dint [ | Redtouns 
| £53013 (We are a research & publish. 4425 or call Caitlin Durkovich at SALES CLERK NEEDED for Down- washer, washer and dryer. garage, brick : 

: Hos tne) (202)737-4900. town Bikini Shop. Full-time/Part-time, patio, and air-conditioning. Available 9PM Weekly R Hiation Servi 
| ; : flexible hours. Also need person to dis- June 1, 1997. Call Stephen Lee (land- Duiloren Chane) YY econciliation Service 

e. LITIGATION CLERKS. Large D.C. tribute flyers. Good pay. Call 202-331. lord) at 202-328-6544 or 202-219-7222 g P 
© [it based Intellectual Property law firm has 8372, 202-898-1122. ext. 2302. : : ; ! 

SALES-PERSON NEEDED to dis- entry level positions in the litigation 2 10PM Daily Rosary with the 

» | tribute flyers. Flexible hours. Good pay. support area. Individuals should have IntellectualCapital.com, a weekly e- FOR SALE Dahlgren Chapel Catholic Daughters of America 

i Immediate opening. 202-331-8372,202- strong organizational and communica- zine of public policy and political opin- 

898-1122. Pa tion i Must be willing to travel and ion, a a rr SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, TUESDAY, APRIL 8 

i work overtime as needed. Superior aca- ground in journalism. Applicants should Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. 1:15PM Brown Bag Lunch: Fr. Terrence Toland, S.J 

@ ||4 | WANTED. Student to drive child from demic record and bachelors degree re- have strong writing skills, creative story Also Jess, AWS. Yourares Toll Frey Copley “Ex Corde Exclessiae: American Catholic. : 
© | schooltotennislessonand return. Times quired. Knowledge of computer data- ideas, and an interest in public policy. aaa Ext. A-3803 for cur- Multi-Purpose Room Universities Rewvond » 

1 required Mondays and Wednesdays 3:00 bases Se sal- Toa Tonle all aspects of rent hstmgs, : 

i m. to 5:30 p.m. with optional Satur- ary package. Fax cover letter and resume editorial process, as well as some writ- ] : ] 
. re 2:00 Ee to 4:30 54 Please call to: Staff Recruiting Coordinator at 202- ing and lots of research. Weekly stipend STUDENY RESUMES/TAX PREPA- 5:30 PM Wine and Cheese Reception 

S| san soor 408-4400. provided. TErrific experience in grow- RATION. Evenings/Weekend (202) ICC Faculty Lounge 

¢ I ing field of Web publishing. Please fax 424.7413, Student ID required, 

* I | WANTED. Student for weekend baby ATTENTION COLLEGE SENIORS: resume, cover letter and writing sample HOUSING NEEDED 7PM Beyond Dahlgren Weekly meeting 
| sitting for two children ages 8 and 9. WHAT DO I DO NEXT? Be a live-in to (202)737-4425, or e-mail to CRI REI AY Copley Multi-Purpose Room 

~ | Varied daytime hours with occasional nanny for UVA professors’ family for bobk a2s2@msn.com. : 

~ | evenings. Please call 202-530-5001. ~~ one year, starting August 1. Regular A IR Tp Cay 9:30 PM Candlelight Prayer Service 
schedule, generous salary, paid vaca- FILM PRODUCTION, TALENT summer Housing beginning mid-May Dahleren Chapel y 

| SALES-PERSON NEEDED to dis- tionsand holidays, health insurance, free MANAGEMENT, and INTERN- pias ai ove g P 
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Track & FIELD 

Epps 

Shatters 

Record 
By JOHN NAGLE 
Hoy. Starr WRITER 

  

  

Junior shot putter Doug Epps 
smashed a 55-year old school record 
formerly held by Georgetown athletic 
legend Al Blozis (CAS 42) with a 

throw of 57 feet, 9 inches Saturday at 
the North Carolina Relays in Raleigh, 
N.C. to headline several outstanding 
individual Hoya performances. Epps’ 
record-breaking throw was good 
enough for fourth place at the meetand 
conditionally qualified him for the 

NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Cham- 

pionships June 4 through 7 at a yet to 
be determined location. 

“It is great to see Doug step up to 

this next level,” said Assistant Coach 
Kevin McMahon. who coaches Epps 
in the shotput. “Sometimes you have 
to hold these kids back, keep them 
from trying to do too much in the 
weightroom. You need to build slowly. 
and I think [Epps] is starting to see 
some results.” 

Blozis, who set the record with a 
throw of 57 feet, 3/4 inches in a meet at 
Catholic University in 1942, is one of 
the most successful and lauded ath- 
letes in Georgetown 's history. In addi- 
tion to dominating the shot put. set- 
ting several world records in the event 
during his time at Georgetown. he was 

a star on the football field, where he 
went on to play tackle in the NFL for 
the New York Giants. 

In 1942 Blozis earned the NFL's 
Rookie of the Year Award, and in 
1943 he was named to the All-Pro 
Team. Following his 1943 season, he 
joined the Army Special Service 
Branch where he was commissioned a 
second lieutenant. Tragically, he never 
returned from World War II after he 
was declared missing in action in 

France in 1945 while on a search party 
mission. 

To break a long-standing record 
held by such a well-renowned athlete 
is a tremendous accomplishment, ac- 
cording to Hoya Head Coach Frank 
Gagliano. “For 55 years that record 
has been on the books, and now it is 
gone,” Gagliano said. “We are very 
proud of Doug Epps and very proud of 
Al Blozis for all he has meant to Geor- 
getown athletics.” 

See TRACK & FIELD, p. 7 

Men's Lax: GU 24, Canisius 5 

Hoyas Clip 

Golden Griffs 
By KATE JAMES 
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Canisius, 2 
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Hoya Starr WRITER Leaders: : 

In a game resembling a series of hit-and-run accidents, the Tyler Gamble, 

Georgetown men’s lacrosse team blew out the visitors from Georgetown, 
Canisius 24-5. After sophomore attack Greg McCavera regis- 2; Kevin     
tered the Hoyas’ first goal just 22 seconds into the contest, 
Georgetown never looked back as it achieved its largest lead of 
the game, 19 goals, with just under two minutes left to play. 

Twelve Hoyas scored goals against the Golden Griffs in 
Wednesday ’s game at Harbin Field. Senior attack Dan Brennan 
lead the offense with five goals. Sophomore midfielder Tyler 
Gamble added three goals and two assists and his classmate, 
attack Scott Urick, also netted three goals. 

Canisius was outplayed in almost every aspect of the game as 
Georgetown outshot its opponents 67-26, held a 53-25 advan- 
tage on groundballs and won 27 of the 32 face-offs. 

“These guys have responded to just about everything we've 
asked them to do, and this was another example of that,” Head 
Coach Dave Urick said. “They stayed in the game physically 
and mentally. Obviously we knew it wasn’t the best team on our 

‘Hoya Starr WRITER 

  
GRAHAM Buck/THi Hoy 

Junior midfielder Greg Peters assisted on the Hoyas’ second goal in a 24-5 rout over Canisius Wednesday. 

BAseBALL: GU 11, F&M 2 

Urban Earns Win 
By Sean P. FLYnn 

  

  

The Hoyas were in no mood to negotiate with the Franklin & 
Marshall Diplomats Thursday on Harbin Field as both offense 
and defense combined to pummel over-  : ge 
matched Franklin & Marshall 11-2. 
Georgetown (10-20-1, 2-3 Big East) 
starting pitcher Jason Urban hurled a 
complete-game six-hitter, while the 
struggling offense pulled itself out of its 
current funk with seven extra-base hits. 

“We swung the bat very well,” Head 
Coach Kirk Mason said. “Jason Urban 
obviously pitched a very good game, 
and I thought we played solid defense.” 

Urban (1-3), a junior, controlled the 

Diplomats’ hitters, striking out four and 
walking only two. Urban did not face 
more than four batters in an inning until 
the seventh inning. 

Behind Urban was a tight defense. 
Although there were two errors (one by 
Urban himself), the infield handled all 
18 ground balls with poise. Freshman 
shortstop Josh Corman fielded all eight 
of his chances without a flaw. 

The Franklin & Marshall pitching 
was no match for Georgetown ’s hitting. 
Sophomore left fielder Sean Mignogna 
was 2-for-4 with a double, a triple and 
four RBIs. Junior first baseman Matt 
Dzamba was 2-for-5 with a double, three RBIs nd the game’s 
only home run. Freshman catcher Alex Offutt and senior center 

      
: KEREN Moscovitch! Thr Hoya 

Senior second baseman Scott Fergerson (right) shows junior first baseman Matt 
See BASEBALL, p. 6 Dzamba where to cover during the Hoyas’ 11-2 victory over Franklin & Marshall. 

   

  

     

    

schedule, but you've still got to go out there and play.” 

See MEN’S LAX. p. 7 

Women’s LAX:GU 8, GMU 4 

Duca, Hilsky Earn 

Hat Tricks in Win 
By Douc Apams 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

In any stage of athletics, from little league all the way up 
to the professional ranks, the pressure to win always mounts 
as a team’s talent grows. 

   
The Georgetown women’s lacrosse : 

team, picked No. 6 in the Brine Pre- Overall 
season Poll, struggled initially with : 

this role, dropping two of its first three Jesding an 
games of the season. However, the orers : 
Hoyas have since won four of their Sk cy Duca 
past six games, including an 8-4 vic- 
tory over George Mason Wednesday. 
raising their overall record to 5-4." 

“There were definitely new pres- 
sures facing us,” Hoya Head Coach 
Kim Simons said. “We went from 
being the hunter to being the hunted. 
and the early season losses served as a 

catalyst for us to prove ourselves all 

over again.” 
Georgetown immediately seized the 

upper hand against George Mason, as 
senior midfielder Stacy Duca opened 
the game with a hat trick and junior 
midfielder Lauren Hilsky tallied a pair 
of goals to give the team a 5-0 halftime lead. Meanwhile, 

p.m, Harbin : 
_ Field 

junior goaltender Chris Lindsey led the defensive charge, 
recording 11 of her 16 saves before break. 

Commenting on her team’s recent troubles in holding 

See WOMEN'S LAX, pr. 7 

  

  

  
Senior Miesha Marzell is a nine-time All-American. 

By Ken THomAs 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

When senior Miesha Marzell decided to attend George- 
town University in November of 1992, she was considered 
an odds-on favorite to become an NCAA All-American. A 
track and field star from Bishop O’Dowd High School in 
Oakland, Calif., Marzell was the state champion in the 800- 
meter and was one of the most sought-after prep athletes in 
the competitive California track and field scene. 

Back on the east coast, senior Regina Gonzales was not so 
well known. Attending the Academy of the Holy Angels in 
Saddle River, N.J., Gonzales began her track career on the 
pavement of her high school parking lot. as her school did 
not have a track. As a prep senior, she was highly regarded 
for her character and determination as a runner, but the 

scholarship offers did not flood her mailbox. When Gonzales 
matriculated to the Hilltop, her chances for success at 
Georgetown’s top-flight women’s track .and field squad 
were less than certain. 

Four years later, both Marzell and Gonzales are All- 

Americans. Their paths to NCAA stardom have taken 
different routes, with Marzell touted as a future Olympian 

and Gonzales recently discovering success at the national 
level. But their contributions have helped Georgetown con- 
tinue as a national power in track and field. 

Marzell’s success has been well documented. Last May, 
she won the 1,500-meter run at the NCAA Outdoor Cham- 

pionships in Eugene, Ore., and has since picked up three 
additional All-American plaques. Marzell’s nine awards tie 
her with Joline Staeheli (COL ’96) for the most All-Ameri- 

can honors in Georgetown’s women’s track and field his- 
tory. Last summer she competed at the U.S. Olympic Trials 
in Atlanta and is considered an Olympic hopeful for the 
2000 games in Sydney, Australia. 

Gonzales’ road to becoming an All-American, like the 

parking lot she trained on in high school, has not been as 
smoothly paved. She admitted she was overmatched when 
she arrived in the fall of 1993. 

“I was good in high school, but that didn’t mean anything 

Courresty oF Sports INFo. freshman year to adjust.” 

After making progress over her first three seasons, 
    when I came here,” Gonzales said. “It took me my entire 

Different Paths Lead to High Road 
Both Marzell and Gonzales Earn All-American Running Honors 

Gonzales placed seventh at the NCAA Indoor Champion- 
ships in Indianapolis in March, earning All-American sta- 
tus in the 5,000-meters. At last weekend’s North Carolina 
State Relays, Gonzales’ sixth place finish in the 10,000- 
meters provisionally qualified her for the NCAAs. 

Marzell’s and Gonzales’ paths to success have served as 
examples of two kinds of athletes who enter the Georgetown 
track and field program: the blue chip prospect and the 
unacclaimed overachiever. This combination has helped 
build the Georgetown women’s track program into a na- 
tional powerhouse. Under the direction of Associate Coach 
Ron Helmer, the women’s squad has consistently been 
ranked among the nation’s best and last year won Big East 
championships during both the indoor and outdoor seasons. 

The team’s composition of both top-quality athletes and 
less-talented but hard-working performers has been essen- 
tial to the team’s success. In Helmer’s estimation, both 
Marzell and Gonzales represent this paradigm as leaders of 
the squad. 

“This is what our program is about,” Helmer said. “When 
I recruit I try to get that across to the girls. As everyone 
knows, Georgetown is a great academic institution, which 

tends to narrow the pool of possible recruits, so it’s crucial 
to find both people like Miesha, who get a lot of attention, 
and someone like Regina Gonzales, who had a burning 
desire to come to Georgetown to compete and had the 
patience to wait two to three years to make her mark on the 
national level.” 

While track and field is often characterized as an indi- 
vidual sport, both Marzell and Gonzales attest to the impor- 
tance of teamwork as a means of having a unifying effect on 
the squad and preventing rivalry among the group. As both 
explained, most middle-distance and distance athletes run 
60 to 80 miles a week, reducing intrasquad competition or 
bad will. 
“We all work hard, everybody on the team,” Marzell said. 

“It doesn’t matter if you run this certain time, it doesn’t 
matter what place you get. There are no stars on the team. It 

seems that we just all work together hard and I’m inspired 
by everyone who might be in my event or might not be in my 
event. It’s just nice to look over and know that everybody’s 

See ALL-AMERICANS, ». 6 Senior Regina Gonzales is an NCAA Indoor champion. 
  COURTESTY OF SPORTS INFO.     
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